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Season’s draws show gaps among Mainers

Matthew Soucy • Staff Reporter

MacKenzie Rawcliffe • Production Manager

Jeff Harris (left, in white shirt), the coordinator of the student cheering squad at University of Maine hockey
games and a volunteer with Manna Ministries, gets food from volunteer Debbie Wentworth of Hampden at
the organization’s annual Thanksgiving meal in Bangor. The meal served 140 in a year of high demand.

Shoppers were treated to a booming soundtrack as they waited to enter the Best Buy in Bangor on
Black Friday. The line snaked around the perimeter of the parking lot and curled back into the center.
Best Buy employees passed out information about sales.

Free Thanksgiving creates family of strangers

Black Friday deals attract hordes of shoppers

giving meal at Columbia Street Baptist Church
was on again this year.
And Manna Ministries Executive Director
BANGOR — A mother of three children Bill Ray said demand is at an all-time high. Apunder the age of 12, city resident Crystal De- proximately 140 were on hand this year for the
meal, one of the highest
Losa, 28, and her boytotals in Ray’s tenure.
friend Edwin Nordfors, a
“We have to go back to the
“I know the numbers
32-year-old carpenter, are
expecting the holidays to origin of what we’re all about as a are higher than they ever
be tough.
society, which is about neighbors were, and I know we’re
providing needed servicNordfors, 32, a cartaking care of neighbors.”
es to the community,” he
penter, was laid off last
said. “We have to go back
month and is collecting
Bill Ray to the origin of what we’re
unemployment. JustifyDirector all about as a society,
ing the expense of a large
Thanksgiving meal, he
Manna Ministries which is about neighbors
taking care of neighbors.”
said, would be difficult.
Ray and some of the 70 volunteers who
“It would have been really foolish for us to
cook a meal at home,” Nordfors said. “I’m on cooked and dished out the meal greeted all atunemployment, so for us to spend $100 just to tendees.
“What impresses me more than anything is
eat today may mean we won’t be able to eat
at the end of the month. This makes the most the people that volunteer,” he said. “To come
out of their own environment to go to a different
sense for us.”
Luckily for DeLosa, Nordfors and more than
100 other locals, Manna Ministries’ ThanksSee Manna on A3

the holiday season. Commeau said his relatives,
clustered in a pack minutes before the doors
opened, had developed a rotating system that
BANGOR — As the doors slid open at mid- allowed individuals to experience some of the
night Nov. 25, allowing the centipede of wait- Thanksgiving festivities while still maintaining
ing shoppers to begin slowly slithering into the an iron grip on their coveted spot.
Media nationwide extenBest Buy store in Bangor,
sively covered some of the
Heath Commeau stood next
“Best Buy had us out in
more violent acts that octo his truck, Kool and the
Gang’s “Celebration” blast- an armed capacity, which curred in the crush, including a California woman who
ing from a speaker system
helped tame the crowd.” pepper sprayed fellow shopset up in the bed.
pers crowded around a disMembers of his famEric Girad play of Xbox consoles — a
ily stood only feet from the
Owner case the Los Angeles police
front of the line, which he
could see from his truck.
KE Security has decided not to prosecute
due to the probability the act
“So, they said, ‘Bring
was committed in self-deup your gear, come keep us
company,’” Commeau, an Old Town native now fense.
Aside from some “minor suspicions of shopliving in Rockland, said in reference to the line
that curled around nearly the entire perimeter of lifting,” the crowds in Bangor were “relatively
tame,” according to Eric Girard, owner of KE
the parking lot.
Around the country on Thanksgiving Day, Security, which provided both visible and unshoppers lined up for hours to get their hands
on discounted merchandise in preparation for
See Friday on A3

By Matthew Soucy

By Rob Stigile

Staff Reporter

Features Editor

Orono’s Local Scene

Tree
lighting,
caroling
A shopping weekend like any other
planned for Orono fest
‘Small Business Saturday’ misses the mark in downtown Orono boutiques
By Chris Chase
Staff Reporter

The holiday shopping season
has officially begun, and the finish line is a long way off.
With the beginning of the
season came the typical scene:
hordes of shoppers lining up
days in advance, to later stampede into the well-lit, midnight
void of a Best Buy or Toys R Us
to score savings.
This year’s Friday frenzy
brought less-familiar tableaus
to light as well, with some becoming more aggressive than
the average barreling shopper,
such as the case of a California
woman who used pepper spray
to keep others intent on an electronics display from foiling her
bargain.
All that pepper spray and
camping out ushered in more
than just discounted dolls and
low-priced LCD TVs.
According to the National
Retail Federation, sales numbers Thursday through Sunday
reached a $52 billion high and
retail sales both in-store and
online were up 7 percent over
last year. An estimated 226 million people visited stores and
websites over the Black Friday
weekend.

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

An employee of The Store Ampersand runs the cash register as a
customer pays for his purchases on Tuesday morning. The store
carries items ranging from local, organic coffee to imported chocolates and organic lotions.

The biggest news, however, came in the form of online sales. Thirty-five percent
of weekend shoppers reported
that their shopping was done almost solely online, where they
spent an average of $150, with
Web sales on “Cyber Monday,”
Black Friday’s calmer counterpart, increasing 33 percent over
last year.
In Orono, Black Friday sales,
as well as the sales on “Small
Business Saturday,” didn’t see
as much of a swell as major
shopping centers.

In its second year, Small
Business Saturday is an initiative promoted by American
Express. The day is designed
to shuttle shoppers, however
drowsy they may be after the
previous day’s blowout, away
from big-box stores and toward
Main Street shops — or in Orono’s case, Mill Street.
Corey Odermann, an employee at Rose’s Bike Shop,
feels location and the nature
of the shopping bonanza don’t
translate well to small-town
businesses.

“I think it’s more just location,” he said. “Black Friday
is marketed as more of a mall
thing. In town, it seems like
any other Friday.”
For Roberta Bradson of
The Store Ampersand, Black
Friday doesn’t spell a business
boom.
“Black Friday is traditionally one of the slowest weekends of the year for us,” she
said.
This Black Friday was a little different, however, with a
slight boost in sales compared
to last year.
“I think the addition of other
shops has increased shopping
traffic in general,” Bradson
said, adding that she felt the
addition of stores not strictly
service-based has boosted retail traffic on and around Mill
Street.
Mike Ambrose at DeGrasse
Jewelry didn’t see a lot of traffic either, but he didn’t expect
any.
“My customer base around
Christmas is primarily male,”
he said. “And the men typically wait until later in the season
to start shopping.”
Ambrose said most of his
See Orono on A4

By Lauren Reeves
Staff Reporter

A Christmas tree strung
with lights stands in the empty
lot across from Mill Street. Its
lights are dark still and won’t
be lit until 5 p.m. Sunday,
when Orono will host a festival to celebrate the arrival of
the holiday season.
Several downtown businesses will stay open late during the festival. Festival-goers
will be able to enter raffles for
gift baskets from stores such as
DeGrasse Jewelers, Fiberphilia and Fire Sign, with winners
announced that night.
Orono High School students will sing carols and
Santa Claus will be on hand
to visit with children. Rose’s
Bike Shop will sponsor marshmallow-roasting to help warm
chilly revelers.
“The idea here is to highlight the diversity of shops
downtown and provide gift
ideas,” said Kate Kirby, community engagement graduate
assistant for the Orono Village Association and longtime
Orono resident.
According to Kirby, the tree
lighting event typically brings
about 150 people to the down-

PIKE returns home

Editorial: Small sales lag

UMaine going bowling

16 brothers back after
inspection finds issues fixed

Death downstreet,
Muslim scrutiny and amnesty

Black Bears in first football
playoff game since 2008
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The University of Maine student newspaper since 1875

town area, mostly families with
kids who want to see Santa.
“We hope to draw more
people this year, but we ultimately want to appeal to a
wider audience. Whether it’s
meeting new people around
the fire, seeing Santa, shopping, listening to carolers, or
eating free food, we hope this
year’s tree lighting will appeal
to all ages,” Kirby said.
This downtown Orono
event will follow the University of Maine’s Yuletide Concert, which will feature holiday songs at the Collins Center
for the Arts. The concert starts
at 2 p.m. and Kirby strongly
encourages those attending
the concert to head over the
bridge after its conclusion and
continue spreading the holiday
cheer.
Elizabeth
Downing,
UMaine senior associate director of new student programs,
plans to spread the word to
those students performing in
the Yuletide concert to get
them and their families to the
Winter Festival.
“The
merchants
have
worked closely with Liz
Downing to promote this event
See Winter on A4
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PIKE deemed safe; 16 brothers go home
fied as a concern by the fire marshal
has been addressed,” said Bill Murphy,
Orono’s code enforcement officer.
Murphy said further inspections of
Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha (PIKE)
the house by state electrical inspector
can return home.
An inspection Tuesday morning by Kern Butler found more issues, includOrono and state officials, including the ing open wires in electrical boxes and
Office of the State Fire Marshal, found boxes not properly grounded.
“Once he’s there, he’s checking to
the myriad of code violations that led
to the fraternity house being deemed see if everything’s OK,” Murphy said.
unfit for habitation in September had “He found many single violations, and
in the aggregate, he
been fixed.
had to keep with the
The home’s 22
residents, all broth“There are people who no occupancy.”
Orono fire marshal
ers of the fraternity,
were forced to move are probably sick of their Henry Vaughn said
concerns of his, in— some chose ongirlfriends, let’s put it
cluding a fire alarm
campus housing and
that way. They’re just
system that didn’t
others moved into
notify emergency perapartments.
ready to get back in.”
sonnel due to an nonPIKE President
operational
phone
John Dufour said
line, clutter and light16 brothers moved
John Dufour ing in stairwells that
back into the house
President was often shut off,
Wednesday
night.
The others have
PIKE were fixed early on.
Dufour called the
signed leases elsehouse’s closing a
where.
“learning experience,”
“There are people
saying when he took
who are probably
sick of their girlfriends, let’s put it that over as president, communication with
way,” Dufour said. “They’re just ready the housing corporation deteriorated.
“You can’t really put that responto get back in.”
He said those brothers should be sibility on the chapter,” he said. “You
able to move in Tuesday evening, can’t blame a bunch of kids who were
pending signing individual living con- trying to live somewhere.”
The relationship has improved over
tracts with the PIKA Housing Corporation of Maine, an alumni group that the past two-and-a-half months, he
manages the building, funding upkeep said.
“I’m not saying it had to go this
with the flat-rate rent paid by those
far, but that’s what happened,” Dufour
living there.
The September inspection re- said. “It’s over now.”
vealed emergency signs and lights
Beth Kevit • News Editor
that weren’t in working order, blocked
exits and electrical problems, among In October, Pi Kappa Alpha President
John Dufour showed The Maine Camother issues.
The Maine Campus toured the house pus through the fraternity’s house,
in October, when the housing corpora- which was deemed unfit for habitation
in September. On Tuesday, Orono and
tion was making repairs.
“All of the electrical issues have state inspectors gave the fraternity the
been corrected and everything identi- go-ahead to move residents back in.

By Michael Shepherd
Editor in Chief

Shortlist for chancellor
to be announced in Dec.
By Beth Kevit
News Editor

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The building that housed Old Town Canoe for 115 years was sold to the city this month for $1.

After little market interest,
building sold to city for $1
rest of the council, I think this was
a necessary step in making progress
with the downtown area.”
Both Laflamme and Mayo said
After nearly two years on the
the city’s ownership of the buildmarket, the historic Old Town Caing comes after nearly two years of
noe building located in the city’s
planning.
downtown has been sold as a gift
In recognizing the building’s hisfor just $1, according to public doctorical value, the council recently
uments.
submitted applications for
The Old Town City
$600,000 in grants from
Council formally obtained
the Environmental Protecownership of the property
tion Agency, according to
on Nov. 22 at a special
“We really don’t have a specific plan
Mayo.
council meeting, where it
Laflamme said the city
for the building at this time.”
approved the measure by
is now in a unique position
a wide margin.
The property served
William Mayo to receive such funding, as
as the home of Old Town
City manager the grants stipulate that the
Canoe for 115 years. But
Old Town city must first acquire ownership of the building.
in Dec. 2009, accordIf approved, Old Town
ing to Johnson Outdoors,
plans to use the grants priOld Town Canoe’s parent
marily for asbestos-related
company, the decision was
made to consolidate its business and confirmed that the council had re- cleanup and a small amount of deshift a separate manufacturing oper- ceived the property as a gift, and molition to utilize the building’s
ation in Washington, as well as Old he said the city will shift its focus space, Mayo said.
Since the property was conTown Canoe to a smaller facility on and fold the property into a broader
plan for revitalizing the downtown structed in the 1800s it has also
Gilman Falls Avenue in Old Town.
been used to manufacture textiles,
That facility now employs 250 region.
“We really don’t have a specific shoes, wood products, lumber and
people, and the 191,851-squarefoot building was left vacant and plan for the building at this time,” even caskets.
Mayo said the city council will
used primarily for storage of raw he said.
Old Town City Councilor Scott hold a series of public meetings to
materials.
When the building went on the Laflamme said it will be “exciting best determine the building’s next
real estate market in the spring of to see what happens with the build- use — a process he says could take
2010, it was listed at a sale price of ing in the next few months as the time.
city decides what direction to go
Thus far, Mayo said residential,
$495,000.
retail and park spaces are among the
As time went on, a stagnant mar- with economic development.”
“This has been going on for quite many options being considered for
ket made it clear that the building
was going to be a tough sell, ac- a while,” he added. “For me and the the property.

By Jamison Cocklin
Asst. News Editor

cording to Tim Magoon, director
for operations at Johnson Outdoors
in Racine, Wisconsin.
In Oct. 2011 the sale price was
reduced to $295,000, which Old
Town City Manager William Mayo
says is an accurate assessment of
the property’s current value.
On Wednesday evening, Mayo

A list of finalists to replace University
of Maine System Chancellor Richard Pattenaude should be announced in mid-December.
The system board of trustees has already
narrowed down the field of candidates and
will interview them in face-to-face conversations soon.
“It’s less than 10 people,” said Peggy
Markson, system spokeswoman. “By midDecember, they expect the list would be
shortened to two to four candidates.”
The search committee is lead by trustees Eleanor “Ellie” Baker and Gregory
Johnson.
Baker led the 2010-2011 University of
Maine presidential search to replace Robert Kennedy. She said this search committee has fewer members, which makes the
process “a little easier to manage.”
“We have a very strong group. We’re
very excited about the potential of the
folks we’re going to talk to,” Baker said.
“We have crafted some key studies and
some questions that will help to draw out
what their vision is, what [they think] the
future of education will look like.”
Baker said the economic challenges
facing the system will be discussed during interviews, but questions will also be
broad enough for committee members to
get a sense of what candidates see as points
requiring attention in the system.
“Things cannot be done the same way
[in higher education] or institutions will
not survive,” she said.
Johnson is a recent addition to the
board. He was appointed in June 2011 and
will serve until May 2016. A retired fourstar admiral in the U.S. Navy, Johnson said
he has served on search committees in the

past, such as one to select a provost for the
U.S. Naval War College.
“We’ve been very encompassing in
the way we put together the leadership
statement,” Johnson said, discussing how
the candidates will be informed of the divergent needs of the system’s seven campuses. “I think we’ve been very attentive
to that.”
A leadership statement describing the
role of the chancellor, posted on maine.
edu, addresses the economic challenges
facing Maine and says “this situation is especially acute for public institutions.”
The leadership statement also details
what the committee expects the next chancellor to accomplish, emphasizing the
“creative ways of generating other sources
of revenue and of permanently reducing
costs have become equally important.”
A list of characteristics the committee
is looking for includes an understanding of
online education’s role in a university system, experience with collective bargaining, and “a resilient personality that faces
obstacles and pushback with equanimity
and good humor.”
Pattenaude announced in May that he
would step down as chancellor after the
2011-2012 academic year. In an email sent
to system employees, he cited his “nearly
20 years as a leader in the System. Before
becoming chancellor, he served as president of the University of Southern Maine.
He said he accomplished many of his
goals, such as a more integrated system
and the completion of a comprehensive
plan for the system, and “it seems like a
good time, professionally and personally,
to step aside.”
Finalists for the position will visit the
system in late January and early February,
and the board of trustees is expected to announce its selection at its March meeting.

UMPD chief finalist in Fla.
LaCroix, one of eight, doubtful he’ll ‘progress’

top candidate to the town council,
which will vote on whether to hire
News Editor
that candidate.
“I don’t expect to get this one,”
University of Maine police
LaCroix said Monday. “I really
chief Roland LaCroix is among
doubt that I’ll even progress.
the eight finalists for the chief
“I’m not leaving. It’s nowhere
of police position in Ponce Inlet,
near that stage,” he added.
Fla.
He said applying for other posiIn a Nov. 21 press release,
tions doesn’t indicate an imminent
Ponce Inlet police Lt. Max Binz
departure from Maine, elaborating
LaCroix
announced LaCroix made the
that he would not think that of other
short list, whittled down from 78
UMPD employees if they were to
applicants.
explore job opportunities elsewhere.
“All interviews have been scheduled
LaCroix came to UMaine after retiring
through the week,” said Kim Cherbano, as a captain with the Orange County SherPonce Inlet’s human resources coordinator. iff’s Office in Florida.
Jeaneen Clauss, the town’s manager,
LaCroix was also a finalist for the chief
will conduct the interviews. Cherbano ex- of police position in Venice, Fla., earlier this
pects additional rounds of interviews will year. That position went to a captain in the
be necessary. Clauss will recommend the Venice Police Department.

By Beth Kevit
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Rob Stigile • Features Editor

Top: Tonja Duboius, 46, a Bangor resident in her first semester at the University of Maine studying
history and psychology, eats at Manna Ministries’ Thanksgiving meal. She said she was at the meal to
visit with volunteers and Manna staff, who she credited with helping her back to school.
Bottom: Nicole Roberts, 38 of Bangor (left) and her boyfriend, Keith Washington, 36, ate their meal
with Nicole’s adopted daughter Sydney Yakubu, 13, and her brother Alex, 11.

Top: The first few determined shoppers enter the Best Buy in Bangor just after midnight on Black Friday. Strategies for staying warm outside the store and getting to the goods first inside it varied. Before
they passed through the doors, every group went over their battle plan.
Bottom: Shoppers waited patiently in organized lines stretching from both doors of Walmart on
Stillwater Avenue in Bangor on Black Friday. Many had been waiting since 10 p.m, not knowing that in
Maine stores can’t open on Thanksgiving, so doors stay closed until midnight.

“Work like what happened here today is
more important than anybody out there realfrom A1
izes,” Wentworth said. “A lot of people look
at it as just a soup kitchen and nothing more,
one is commendable, but it is a miracle to me. and a lot of people feel that people coming here
We all get comfortable in our own little places don’t deserve any more. This couldn’t be furand don’t want to move, and people came out ther from the truth.”
of their comfort zones today and pitched in.”
While some of the staff volunteered for the
Some volunteers, like 70-year-old Bangor first time, others were following their usual
resident Yong Jones, said they show up simply Thanksgiving routine.
because they hope someone would do the same
“I can have Thanksgiving and Christmas
for them if they
anytime I’d like,
ever needed the
so I come down
help.
here during those
“This is my “These people are really appreciative that holidays,”
Jeff
church, and I we do this, and they are really nice people. Harris, coordinalike to be busy,
tor of the student
Most importantly, they are people.”
and it is a very
cheering squad
rewarding feelat University of
ing,” Jones said,
hockey
Yong Jones Maine
fighting
back
games,
said.
“I
Manna volunteer
tears.
“These
just think giving
people are really
up some time is
appreciative that we do this, and they are really an easy thing to do.”
nice people. Most importantly, they are people.
Harris pointed out that it is an easy choice
We are all the same, and we should be helping for him, as a majority of his family is not
each other out. They are our neighbors too.”
around during Thanksgiving. He finds spendThis holiday season, Ray said Manna Min- ing the day with the Manna community a reistries has collected and distributed 6,900 tur- warding change of pace.
keys for the holiday season, as well as other
This Thanksgiving marked the 17th consecfood to total 39 tons of donations.
utive year that Harris volunteered at a Thanks“When you need the help, it is amazing,” giving dinner, a tradition that started when the
DeLosa said as she was served a plate. “When event was held at Captain Nick’s, a seafood
you don’t need the help, volunteer and give restaurant in Bangor.
back for what is given to you if you have the
“I have had a lot of Thanksgivings, so it is
chance. What I am thankful for this year is all not a big deal giving it up,” he said. “I think
of these people volunteering.”
that it is important to give back to the com“I have never enjoyed a Thanksgiving any munity. It is important that you help those who
more than this one,” said 57-year-old Hampden are less fortunate. I’ve been very lucky in my
resident Ron Wentworth, another volunteer.
life.”
He admits that at first he was not sure what
According to 35-year-old Daniel Neptune
to expect after signing up to help out, but fol- of Bangor, the event and its volunteers provide
lowing his experience lending a hand, his out- more than just food.
look on the importance of community outreach
“The fellowship brings me here,” Neptune
and volunteerism
said. “It’s not so
— as well as the
much the food —
people he helped
though the food
“I can have Thanksgiving and Christmas
out —changed.
was awesome —
anytime I’d like, so I come down here
“Being on the
but I’m here for
during those holidays. I just think giving
outside, I heard
the
fellowship
a lot and didn’t
more so.”
up some time is an easy thing to do.”
know what to exNeptune sufpect,” Wentworth
fers from severe
Jeff Harris anxiety disorder
said. “After doManna
volunteer and post-traumating this and experiencing it, I have
ic stress disorder
to say that these people deserved this meal. The among other ailments and said the volunteers
people that said ‘thank you’ in a sincere fashion are the most important tool this community
and were smiling if only for a brief time, and has; if it were not for them, he would still be
people feeling respected and appreciated — as homeless on the streets of Bangor.
cliché as it may sound, it was heartwarming”
Ray said this sort of story isn’t uncommon.
Wentworth is fully aware of the role volun“People read about the homeless, and they
teers such as those helping Manna Ministries read about poor people, but they don’t underplay in assisting members of the community stand that these are real people with real needs,”
after Ray provided his son with the services he said. “So when they come and sit down and
needed to survive a drug addiction.
I watch them sitting down and having dinner
Although Wentworth’s son passed away in with the people coming in off of the street,
August due to an enlarged heart, he had been all of the sudden the community becomes one
sober for two years.
family — it is really neat.”
After learning that his son volunteered at the
Manna and its volunteers started by feeding
Thanksgiving dinner Manna hosted the year him and eventually placed him in a home until
before, he and his wife decided they wanted to he was able to get back on his feet.
give back to the group that helped their fam“I live alone in my own apartment, and it’s
ily.
very hard for me to get out beyond those four
Some volunteers set tables and provided walls, you know, because I tend to isolate a lot.
plates and other items while others cooked, dis- So when I can get into gatherings like this it is
tributed portions and served the hungry crowd. great,” Neptune said. “Come and find out for
Ray and Manna members then served the vol- yourself. They helped me in more ways than I
unteer staff as they ate with the larger crowd.
can even count.”

Friday

Manna

said. “We try to discourage going here, there
and everywhere if they have a vehicle of their
from A1
own.”
Despite Griffin’s assertions, the shuttle made
dercover support to a handful of area stores.
several appearances at both the Best Buy and
“Best Buy had us out in an armed capacity, Walmart parking lots, trips that may be partially
which helped tame the crowd,” Girard said, attributed to the large number of guests staying
referencing the black-and-white Hummer H3 at the hotel, many of whom were Canadian.
topped with a light bar stationed near the store’s
“Thanksgiving Day is not a busy time for
entrance.
us. Black Friday was,” Griffin said, adding that
By Friday afternoon, however, the scene he saw “a lot of Canadians” come through the
in the Bangor
doors that weekWalmart parkend.
ing lot turned
Statewide,
By Friday afternoon, however, the scene
sour. An Associshoppers
were
in the Bangor Walmart parking lot turned d u m b f o u n d e d
ated Press report
cited an incident
when the doors
sour. An Associated Press report cited
in which 25blocking the way
an incident in which 25-year-old Bangor
year-old Bangor
to holiday sales at
resident William Joy allegedly slashed
resident William
Walmart remained
Joy
allegedly
another shopper’s tire following a dispute. closed at the adslashed another
vertised 10 p.m.
shopper’s
tire
opening hour. Acfollowing a dispute.
cording to Maine law, stores are not allowed to
The snowstorm that dumped more than a foot open to the public on Thanksgiving Day — unof snow on some parts of Maine the day before less they qualify for one of 34 exceptions rangThanksgiving certainly did not help matters in ing from those primarily selling sporting goods
the Best Buy parking lot. With some spaces oc- to mobile home brokers.
cupied by plow piles and slippery conditions
One couple, who would only identify themdue to lingering snowfall, many shoppers de- selves as “Bob and Barb,” said it would have
cided to leave their vehicles in parking spaces been helpful if employees at the Bangor store
at nearby businesses. One Toyota Prius parked had notified customers waiting in line for the
on the side of the adjacent unmarked access 10 p.m. opening.
road became mired in curbside drifts, tires spinA report from “WCSH-6” in Portland rening in vain.
ferred to a Brunswick Walmart employee who
For shoppers staying at the Hilton Garden said shoppers apparently did not notice signs
Inn, finding a route to the big-box stores that posted throughout the store the week prior to
opened at midnight was less of an issue, thanks Black Friday announcing the state’s regulato the hotel’s shuttle service. Guest Services tions.
Manager Bruce Griffin said the hotel generEven with the minor disruptions, Girard
ally steers patrons, especially those with their painted a picture of the night as one of general
own transportation, away from using the shuttle calm.
since employees with other duties drive it.
“In general, people were pretty peaceable,”
“Out hotel shuttle is fairly small,” Griffin he said.
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Police
Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

By Beth Kevit
News Editor

Suspension tension
A University of Maine Police Department officer on
patrol pulled over Andrew Ziolkovski, 22, of Old Town at
10:38 p.m. Nov. 22 for speeding on Rangeley Road. The
officer learned Ziolkovski’s
driver’s license, issued in Connecticut, was suspended. Ziolkovski was summonsed for
operating after suspension.
Stalling for time
UMPD received a report of
underage drinking on the third
floor of Knox Hall at 9:48 p.m.
Nov. 19. When an officer ar-

rived, two intoxicated males
were found in the hallway,
but they attempted to hide in
the bathroom. Later, the two
males, Marcel Marki of Camden and Kyle Nolan, both 18,
admitted to drinking several
shots of alcohol. Marki and
Nolan were summonsed for
possession of alcohol by a minor, and Nolan was referred
to Judicial Affairs. The officer
confiscated bottles of Jagermeister and Southern Comfort
liqueurs.
Damaging dictation
UMPD received a report of
vandalism in the York Hall elevator at 11:14 p.m. Nov. 22.
A penis and the letters “tation”
had been drawn on the eleva-
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tor wall in black permanent
marker. Damage is estimated
at $50.
New Balance, old problem
UMPD received a report
of a theft at the New Balance
Student Recreation Center at
9:11 p.m. Nov. 19. A pair of
jeans, a cellphone, a wallet, a
MaineCard, a driver’s license
and $12 were stolen from an
unlocked locker between 6:30
and 8:15 p.m.
Persistent pounding
UMPD received a report of
the odor of marijuana on the
first floor of Somerset Hall at
9:55 p.m. Nov. 21. An officer
determined which room the
odor was coming from, and after several minutes of knocking, the room’s residents, two
18-year-old males, answered
the door. They refused a search
of the room. Both were referred
to Judicial Affairs.
Seedless shots
UMPD received a report of
underage drinking at 3:38 p.m.
Nov. 22 in a third-floor room

in Somerset Hall. An officer
found two 18-year-old males
in the room, who were both referred to Judicial Affairs. The
officer confiscated watermelon
vodka and multiple empty Mason jars that smelled of marijuana.
Vodka overload
UMPD received a report
of an intoxicated 20-year-old
male in Hancock Hall at 12:31
a.m. Nov. 20. The University
Volunteer Ambulance Corps
was called to evaluate the
male, who said he drank half
of a 750 mL bottle of vodka.
UVAC transported the male to
Eastern Maine Medical Center
in Bangor for treatment. The
male was referred to Judicial
Affairs.
Lawn brawn
A UMPD officer on patrol
on College Avenue at 1:27 a.m.
noticed a group of approximately six males in a fist-fight
on the lawn of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity house. The
officer broke up the fight, but
no summonses were issued.

Procedure queried as SG budget below $100K
By Thomas Frisk

For The Maine Campus
With less than $100,000 in
its coffers, emotions ran high
at the University of Maine Student Government meeting on
Tuesday.
Although this year’s budget, estimated at $847,925.58,
still has some installments left,
the money pot is running dry,
according to Vice President
for Financial Affairs Nathan
Kinney. Wednesday evening,
he said the account stood at
$99,097.42.
If an organization has unused allocated funds at the end
of the fiscal year, that money
would be considered rollover
and would be used in the next
fiscal year, as stated in Article
8, Section 6 of the UMSG Constitution.
At the meeting, Sen. Christopher Knoblock moved to
allocate $30,000 from the
unallocated fund to Student
Entertainment. In the past,
rollover funds for Student Entertainment have either been
returned to Student Entertain-

ment or reallocated by the Executive Budgetary Committee
with senate approval, according to Kinney.
Student body Vice President
Caleb Rosser ruled Knoblock’s
motion out of order under a
UMSG standing rule that states
only the EBC has jurisdiction
over the senate’s finances.
Vice President of Student
Entertainment Joseph “Pat”
Nabozny noted that funds, including the $82.72 that had
been allocated to the Iranian
Student Association earlier in
the meeting, unapproved by
the EBC had not been objected
to under this rule.
Nabozny also called the request an “extenuating circumstance.”
He said Student Entertainment has been negotiating with
artists for potential campus
concerts assuming it would receive rollover from the previous year.
Having made two large
bids, which are legally binding if accepted, failing to have
the stated funds could mean
UMSG could be sued, accord-

ing to Nabozny.
“Obviously this is a pretty
drastic situation,” Nabozny
said.
Rosser expressed his opinion that the situation was not
as urgent and could be brought
to the proper channels on the
Nov. 30 EBC meeting and then
discussed at next week’s meeting. The motion failed.
After 50 minutes of questioning and debate, the senate
denied allocating $6,000 to the
Residents on Campus’ annual
Quebec trip.
Residents on Campus Vice
President of Programming
Tucker Adams explained that
since its inception, ROC has
become more associated with
Auxiliary Services, meaning
it can spend no more than 25
percent on programming activities.
“With the situation that’s
happening now and with ROC
being told how to spend student
money, I am absolutely against
allocating money,” said former
ROC member Knoblock.
Later in the meeting, Sens.
Sarah Howard and Ben Good-

Occupy UMaine on parade
Approximately 25 members of the Occupy UMaine movement marched from outside the Memorial Union
and down the mall, Long Road and Flagstaff Road, ending at the Martin Luther King Jr. Plaza. The group
chanted and sang along the way. The march was an expansion of their usual Wednesday protests.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

University of Maine Briefs

Cain named distinguished
Maine Policy Fellow
Emily Cain, the minority floor
leader in the Maine House of
Representatives, has been named
a distinguished policy fellow by
the Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center at the University of
Maine.
Cain, who is both a UMaine
graduate and a current graduate
student, represents House District 19, which includes part of
Orono. She will be on campus
Dec. 6 to meet with students, faculty members and staff members
during a daylong program at the
policy center.
Nursing students headed to
Belize on outreach effort
Twelve University of Maine

nursing students, a recent nursing
graduate and a faculty adviser are
raising money for a spring break
public health mission intended to
assist underprivileged families in
Belize.
UMaine School of Nursing
lecturer Susan Wheaton will accompany undergraduates, as
well as members of the UMaine
Orono Student Nurses Association from Feb. 27 to March 6. In
Belize, they will work with medical teams throughout the countryside.
The UMaine students will set
out in teams for towns and villages to conduct community health
surveys, according to a UMaine
press release.
The students will hold a bake
sale and raffle Dec. 5 and 6 from

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Memorial
Union.
State department official to
visit UM Career Center
Kenneth Hillas, a Senior Foreign Service Officer with the U.S.
Department of State, will visit
UMaine on Monday, Dec. 5, at
1 p.m. Hillas, who will speak in
the Career Center in the Memorial Union, will offer attendees
information on potential careers
with the state department.
Hillas has worked in Mexico,
Russia, Italy and South Africa
and He is a 1976 graduate of the
University of Maine. For more
information, students and others
should contact UMaine’s School
of Policy and International Affairs or the Career Center.

man moved to allocate $3,000
to ROC’s Quebec trip with an
amendment by Goodman to
create an ad hoc committee to
oversee the future of the Quebec trip.
Andrew Ian Dodge, a conservative Republican candidate running for U.S. Senator
Olympia Snowe’s seat, addressed the senators.
Dodge describes himself as
a “true leader forged in the fire
of tea party fiscal conservatism” on dodgeforsenate.com.
He advocated a platform of
21st century conservatism.
Dodge set himself apart
from other conservatives by
condemning other Republican leaders’ and candidates’
“disgusting xenophobic and
homophobic remarks” during
campaigns.
“I think that my [outlook]
is very modern. It’s not really
squabbled with the prejudices
of the past,” Dodge said.
Primary elections will be
held in June 2012 to determine
the Republican and Democratic challengers for Snowe’s seat
next November.

Orono

from A1
business comes from repeat
customers at the tail end of
the holiday shopping season
rather than early, ambitious
groups looking to score deals.
“My customers come here
because they’ve had success
in the past,” he said.
Not all Orono businesses
followed the trend, however.
Judy Smith of Judy’s Scrappin
and Stampin saw a great deal
of traffic over the weekend.
“Saturday
was
huge,”
Smith said. “We had a great
Saturday. Black Friday was
big too.”
Smith said this year’s Black

Winter

from A1
on campus as a continuation
of the holiday concert,” Kirby
said, adding that she hopes it
will serve as a sort of “after
party” for the concert.
Downing says that the
Orono Village Association has
been working to create stronger bonds between the Orono
community and the university.
The festival is one of these efforts, as the Orono Village Association and the Orono Parks
and Recreation Department are
working together to sponsor
the event.
“The members of the Orono
Village Association and the
town have been working closely with faculty, staff and students on campus to figure out
ways to integrate downtown

Friday gave her business “a
boost,” adding that sales in the
area vary greatly depending
on the type of business. Being
a store based on crafting, a lot
of shopping is seen early in
the season, as many items sold
are used to make gifts.
Cheryl Krause, an employee at Fiberphilia, saw a
swell in sales as well but felt
they had more to do with the
store’s self-promotion than
with Black Friday.
Fiberphilia holds an anniversary sale every Black Friday to recognize the store’s
opening five years ago.
“We were very busy,”
Krause said. “We tend to get
shoppers that aren’t Black Friday shoppers.”
and UMaine into one community,” Kirby said, adding that
the effort has recently been intensified.
“Collaborating with UMaine
on local events is just one example of the growing bond
between the university and the
town,” Kirby said.
According to Downing, in
past years, downtown Orono
has hosted traditional Christmas tree lightings, but this
year marks a new twist to the
holiday event.
“We wanted downtown to
look more festive and also
wanted to incorporate the
Orono school system,” Kirby
said. “Art students from the
high school are decorating
shopkeeper’s windows, and
people will have the chance to
see the window displays and
vote for their favorite during
the event.”

Schedule of Events

4-6 p.m. Purchase raffle tickets for gift baskets from DeGrasse Jewelry, Fire Sign, Fiberphilia, Judy’s Scrappin &
Stampin, The Store and Rose’s Bike Shop.

4:30-5 p.m. Carolers from the Orono High School Chorus
will sing, and the Orono Parks and Recreation Department
will provide cookies and hot chocolate.
5 p.m. The Christmas tree is lit when Santa arrives.
5:15 p.m. Santa and his elves head to Judy’s Scrappin &
Stampin, where he will visit with children.
5:30-6 p.m. The carolers will continue to sing around downtown, and Rose’s Bike Shop will host marshmallow toasting.
6:30 p.m. The winners of the gift basket raffles will be announced.
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Diversions
By Drew

Across
1- Fissure;
5- Reveal indiscreetly;
9- Pursue;
14- Hebrew month;
15- Receiver Jerry;
16- ___ la vista;
17- Richard of
“Chicago”;
18- Draft classification;
19- Mary of “The
Maltese Falcon”;
20- Small bud-like
unit; grows apart
from parent plant;
22- Act of anointing;
24- OPEC units;
25- Recompense;
26- Hire;
29- Kyoto’s country;
31- Chick of jazz;
32- Whimper;
33- RR stop;

www.harkavagrant.com

HIPPOPOTAMUS

JACKAL
JELLYFISH
KIWI
LEOPARD
LION
LLAMA
MACAW

MEADOWLARK

MINK
MOOSE

NIGHTINGALE

OTTER
PANTHER
PARROT
PEACOCK
PELICAN
PIG

PORCUPINE
QUAIL
RACCOON
RAVEN
REINDEER
ROADRUNNER
SALMON
SLOTH
SWAN
SWORDFISH
TIGER
TORTOISE
TROUT
TURKEY
VULTURE
WOLVERINE

Word Search
Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

HAMSTER
HAWK
HERON

36- Spy org.;
37- Hawaii’s largest industry;
40- Baseball stat;
41- “Slippery”
tree;
42- Dies ___;
43- Freeze over;
45- Meat option;
47- Slithery beasts;
48- Salty;
51- Collar fastener;
52- Calamity;
54- Collection of
weaponry;
58- Picture puzzle;
59- Author Seton;
61- Pith helmet;
62- Pitchers;
63- Resembling a
red, say;
64- Not kosher;
65- Martinique
volcano;
66- Neighbor of
Cambodia;
67- 3:00;

WOODPECKER

WREN

Down
1- Sturdy wool
fiber;
2- Nice notion;
3- Grange;
4- Quiver;
5- Umbrella;
6- Queues;
7- “___ Ventura”
was played by Jim
Carrey;
8- Boyfriend;
9- Brownish gray
baboon;
10- Hurry;
11- John of “The
Addams Family”;
12- Got up;
13- Makes;
21- “Das Boot”
setting;
23- Scruffs;
26- Behold, to
Brutus;
27- Drudge;
28- Baby carriage;
29- Magistrate;

30- That’s ___!;
32- Free from contamination;
33- Go after;
34- Authentic;
35- Sleeps briefly;
38- Greased;
39- Less;
44- Member of the
Girl Scouts;
45- Numerical
symbol;
46- Actually existing;
47- Wanders away;
48- Throat problem;
49- ___ having fun
yet?;
50- Trademark;
51- Decline;
53- Ship’s small
boat;
55- “A Doll’s
House” heroine;
56- Galoots;
57- Hoist;
60- Actress Long;

Madame
Mysterio

Aries - March 21 to April 20 - With the days shortening, it
may seem like you have less time to accomplish daily tasks.
While that may be true, you should step up your game.
Taurus - April 21 to May 21 - It’s easy to get distracted by
materialism this time of year by Brobdingnagian displays.
Check out your own material and rethink it.
Gemini - May 22 to June 21- You will encounter hurdles this week that will require extensive effort to overcome. Don’t take any business trips or your foot might get
caught.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - As stress mounts near the
end of the semester, pay attention to the little things to
make the big decisions easier. One little thing is gingivitis.
Buy some floss.

Find and circle all of the words
that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell a hidden message.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

• • • • Horoscopes • • • •

Annnnimals!
AARDVARK
ALLIGATOR
BABOON
BARRACUDA
BEAR
BISON
CAMEL
CHIMPANZEE
CHINCHILLA
COBRA
COUGAR
CROW
DONKEY
DOVE
EAGLE
ELK
FERRET
FOX
GECKO
GOAT
GOPHER

Answer key in sports

http://www.toothpastefordinner.com
By Kate Beaton

Hark a Vagrant

Crossword Puzzle
Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Toothpaste for Dinner

Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - The mane focus for your workweek should be a growling sense of pride. Maul the competition and mate with their mates.
Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 23 - You need a change in your
life. Perhaps a move will be a practical solution. Seriously,
escape while you can.
Libra - Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 - With finals approaching, it’s
time to realize you’ve been attending the wrong classes and
are likely to fail the semester. Get thee to a Libra-ry.
Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - A stinging sense of humiliation follows you this week, so work with people to
improve your situation or you will both drown.
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - With cake and candied
carrots packing on the pounds, you should have had your
birthday party at a gym or gone easier at the Thanksgiving
table. Look in the mirror.
Capricorn - Dec 22. to Jan. 20 -Your birthday is drawing
near. Too bad everyone left “for break.” They don’t like
you, and we figured you should know.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - This is not the dawning
of your age. Rein in your dreams and settle into a life of
mediocrity.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - You need to spend time
with someone other than your cat. He doesn’t think you’re
that cool, and you need to forge bonds with your peers.
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1 day not enough:
Mom and pop shops
must market nonstop

P

inched pennies endured their final grimaces during
the early hours of Friday, Nov. 25, as they were laid
to rest within the hungry cash registers of America’s
biggest businesses.
LCD flat-screen bargains flattened wallets as two-forones and half-offs pillaged the remains of savings accounts
nationwide. Retail chains and credit card companies had a
feast to rival the stuffed turkeys gobbling up their ridiculously cheap products, and slept satisfied, no doubt, when
the day met its end.
Unfortunately, Saturday and small businesses did not
get the full-belly treatment afforded to their big brothers.
In Orono, it was just a normal day at the office.
Bracketed by the heavy-hitting holiday hootenannies
Black Friday and Cyber-Monday, American Express’
Small Business Saturday hardly stands a chance at success. After all, big-box items will crush close-knit niche
products on any given day during a weekend dedicated to
corporate sales.
But David did conquer Goliath when given the proper
venue and tools.
Small-town businesses, such as those located in Orono,
saw little influx in shopper traffic Saturday during their
American Express-designated day of deals. While Black
Friday did bring in some costumers to community shops,
many shoppers drove right past the moms and pops, appliances and electronics merrily in tow.
One haggle day out of the year may suffice for the likes
of Walmart, Best Buy and Target, but when it comes to
local boutiques such as The Store Ampersand and Metropolitan Soul, promotion should be a never-ending ordeal
— every day represents another moment to sell backyard
brands.
Alas, it’s time for small businesses to rally their best
marketing skills and pound the pavement to become more
renowned by their communal constituents. If consumers
know of a store and what it sells, unique holiday and event
purchases will be made to local storefronts rather than
faceless retailers.
The appeal of shopping local is the idiosyncrasy of the
commodities — you can’t find such brands or items anywhere else — not giveaways or occasionally low prices.
It’s time to capitalize on this appeal rather than the
capital acquired via one day of heightened procuring.
Banding together within the community and publicizing
year-round is the only route by which small businesses
can prosper.
Small business Saturday was predicated on the fact that
communities aren’t utilizing their local outlets, but it has
become clear that a single day can’t sustain small-business.
‘Tis the season for giving, indeed, but giving to the
community doesn’t have to be ensnared by one moment
in a year.
Every day could be Christmas to small businesses, if
they would just chime their bells and sell more of themselves to the people they rely on.
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Swelling scrutiny for Muslim Americans warranted
Sept. 11 is an infamous day not just beunderwear bomber — a Nigerian man named
cause of the American lives that were lost,
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab who attempted
but because it marks the day America’s relato destroy his international flight over Detroit
tionship with Muslims changed.
via a bomb in his underwear — who was
Ryan
Instead of just other Americans, Muslims
unable to carry out his mission, could have
living in the United States came to be viewed
been stopped earlier had officials collected
Campbell
as potential terrorists. Since that fateful day,
the necessary intelligence.
Muslims living in America have been suspect
Days before the 10th anniversary of the
to increased surveillance and monitoring.
Sept. 11 attacks, United States officials had
Political
The Associated Press recently released
credible evidence regarding a plot to blow up
a report claiming Muslim communities are
bombs in New York City and WashingColumnist car
organizing “Know-Your-Rights” training
ton, D.C. It is not hard to believe that some of
programs.
this intelligence came from the very sources
Groups like CLEAR, Creating Law Enthat Muslim community members are trying
als who would not likely question it.
forcement Accountability and Responsibility
to avoid.
This type of surveillance is constitutional,
at the CUNY School of Law, educate MusThe Arab Spring has brought about a time
lims on how to spot an undercover police of- and it’s not discriminatory at all.
of uncertainty. As the Middle East shifts its
Since the PATRIOT Act went into ef- ideologies and structures, security for Amerificer and even how to legally avoid talking to
the same officers who collect information in fect in October 2001, intelligence agencies cans is more important now than ever. It’s no
order to prevent another attack like on Sept. throughout the country have the legal right to secret the West in general, the United States
search virtually every medium of communi- specifically, isn’t popular with the Middle
11.
Muslims in New York City and through- cation to prevent another attack like Sept. 11. East.
out the country claim it is an invasion of pri- This act, signed by former President George
As the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq rage
vacy and they are being singled out. Even W. Bush and extended by President Barack on, perceptions of Americans worsen. This
if they are being singled out, those who are Obama, permits the surveillance of individu- no doubt has an adverse effect on individuals
not conspiring or contributing to terrorism als and groups alike.
living in the region, especially Muslims.
shouldn’t worry and
The PATRIOT Act
should let police and
was put in place for a
It’s wrong to impede on someone’s daily life, but it’s not farother officials to do
reason and, like it or
fetched to investigate Muslims, especially when it comes to
their jobs.
not, has been responsiFurthermore,
ble for saving American
mosques — a hotspot for officers collecting information.
Muslim extremists
lives. Had it not been for
were the ones who
American surveillance,
Had Catholics and atheists carried out who knows what could have transpired?
carried out the attacks on Sept. 11, so the idea
the attacks, police and intelligence officers
isn’t that absurd.
The reality is that laws are in place for a
It’s wrong to impede on someone’s daily would investigate those groups. By target- reason. Yes, civil liberties like freedom are
life, but it’s not far-fetched to investigate ing Muslims, New York City officials are not important; this is what has defined America.
Muslims, especially when it comes to inves- saying there is something inherently wrong
But in an age of increasing insecurity, we
tigating mosques — a hotspot for officers with all Muslims — rather, they are simply have to make a choice — move forward by
saying there is a common denominator with making rational decisions as to where to place
collecting information.
Mosques, like all religious centers, foster most, not all, terrorist activity in the United our intelligence, or attempt to move forward,
religious discourse and debate. It is in these States.
maintaining individual freedoms while sacriIt’s no secret Muslim individuals have at- ficing the larger American public’s security.
buildings where Muslims can be fed extremist concepts. This is not to say all or even tempted attacks on U.S. soil.
American-born Muslims and foreign
most mosques produce extremists, but if terRyan Campbell is a fourth-year political
rorism is the plan, a mosque is a convenient Muslims living in the U.S. have been caught science student. His columns will appear evfor attempts at terrorism. Terrorists like the ery Thursday.
way to disseminate information to individu

Have an opinion?
Email it to
opinion@mainecampus.com.
The attitudes and views expressed in the opinion section are those of their authors only and
do not necessarily represent the views of The Maine Campus or its staff.
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Medical amnesty for underage
Columnist: Sea of change
drinkers could save if given fair shot draws upon the future, brings
The current law needs to
change so that people under
21 who are in possession of
alcohol can be safeguarded
when responding to the
medical needs of an intoxicated, underage person.

Raymond Updyke

It is rare to find anything of interest in a public speaking class.
One persuasive speech, though, got my attention — it
dealt with lowering the drinking age back to 18.
The majority of the cases for lowering the drinking age
have been struck down throughout the 1990s and 2000s.
State Supreme Courts have ruled the change as unconstitutional and most Americans — 77 percent in a 2007
Gallup poll — do not want to lower the drinking age.
While most Americans believe the drinking age should
stay at 21, one particular issue sticks out in the maintenance of today’s drinking age.
Binge drinking has been increasing in the United
States, according to a 2003 American Medical Association report. College-aged students are no exception.
With this increase in binge drinking, negative effects
associated with alcoholic overdose and intoxication become more apparent. That means more hospital visits,
reckless acts like drunk driving and even alcohol-related
deaths.
So what? These events have always occurred and will
always continue if binge drinking occurs. But there is
something missing.
What happens if you drink too much and you need to
go the hospital because your life is at risk?
What happens if the only person around is a minor
who has consumed or possessed alcohol?
Here at the University of Maine, we have the Medical
Amnesty Initiative.
The initiative states that a student’s “fear of getting
themselves or another person in trouble may inhibit students from seeking assistance for someone who has had

too much to drink” and the program strives to “minimize
any barriers which might prevent a student from calling for assistance for someone who has had too much to
drink.”
Students who are accepted into this program and are
enrolled in an educational program “will not have a university sanction for an alcohol violation under the Student Code of Conduct.”
National law does not mandate this. There are numerous different state laws that exempt minors in possession of alcohol from punishment — bartending, family
occasions, religious, educational and even on private
property. Yet only three states — Colorado, Florida and
Montana — exempt minors in possession of alcohol who
report medical need for another minor.
The state of Maine is not one of these states with a
state-wide medical amnesty exemption.
Here is my point: People under the age of 21 who
overdose on alcohol need medical help. Otherwise they
risk serious harm, or even death — plain and simple.
A person under the age of 21 should never have to be
afraid of legal repercussions from saving the life of a person in serious harm due to alcohol. The current law needs
to change so that people under 21 who are in possession
of alcohol can be safeguarded when responding to the
medical needs of an intoxicated, underage person.
The Medical Amnesty program is a great step in the
right direction, yet the state of Maine needs to recognize
that people under the age of 21 need to be protected. We
should not be punishing underage individuals who try to
prevent the death of another person.
This may seem like a no-brainer, but no action is being taken.
It is time for change. The parent who buries their child
because their underage friends feared getting caught
drinking knows how powerful this exemption is.
In America, we strive for life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness. It is time we take a stand for life. Until
then, society as a whole will bury each minor who dies
from intoxication because their peers were too afraid of
legalities and had to watch their friend die.
Take a shovel and start digging, or stop the fear.
Raymond Updyke is a second-year accounting student.

Front lawn felonies: When crime leaves the
big cities and encroaches upon rural Maine
Amanda Greenberg

It seems every time you pick up a newspaper, crime the people involved by name. The victim, David Trask, is
is splashed across the front pages as though that is what the grandfather of someone I went to high school with,
everyone wants to read about first thing in the morning.
and the man arrested for the slaying used to repair my
The main reason it never frightens us as much as it mother’s car when I was in elementary school.
could is because it usually doesn’t occur close to home.
My mother interacted with a soon-to-be killer. Neither
Crime has a stronghold in big cities, so we automati- she nor I thought something like this could happen here
cally assume that is where unlawfulness belongs. After in our small town. This man, who many thought was kind
all, crushing all of those people together in a small space and didn’t have a bad bone in his body, may have killed
for prolonged periods of time is bound to yield some sort someone just because he was “in his hunting spot.”
of seedy upheaval.
That’s what makes this even worse — most families
Don’t get me wrong – I’m not saying crime is a good in Bradford and the surrounding towns have at least one
thing as long as it happens somewhere else. It’s never a hunter among them. When hunting season rolls around
good thing, but it’s easier to sleep at night knowing that each year, hunters polish their guns and iron their orange
crimes being committed are a long way from here.
vests, believing they will be safe from their fellow men.
Recently though,
When something
the
knife
has
like the Trask inciIt’s easier to sleep at night knowing that
turned.
dent occurs, it makes
I live in Bradeveryone stop and
crimes being committed are a long way from
ford, Maine, a place
think about who we
here. But recently, the knife has turned.
that is little more
truly know. Do we
than a hick town to
really know them at
those passing by.
all? Are we absoluteBradford’s main attractions include a town office, post ly sure they don’t have some sort of mean streak boiling
office, store, library and the Bradford Elementary School within them, ready to be unleashed?
— and that’s it.
I’m sure Trask didn’t know what awaited him. Who’s
If you drove through, you might miss us. Thus, a hei- to say our fate will be any different?
nous crime occurring within our miniscule borders seems
Crimes occur in big cities all the time, but when the
all but impossible.
blood is shed in the backyards of small towns, it means
But, the impossible happened. A man was murdered so much more than just another loss to the crowd — it’s
just because he was in the wrong place at the wrong time a profound loss of faith and security.
— in Bradford.
This senseless crime demonstrates that violence can
On Nov. 12, David Trask, a 71-year-old Hudson con- happen anywhere and we need to stop hiding behind the
tractor, was allegedly beaten to death by Peter Robinson, “it only happens in the big cities, so we’re safe” excuse.
48, and left on Bear Road in Bradford.
What makes this hit home for me — apart from the
Amanda Greenberg is a fourth-year journalism stukilling being right near my home — is the fact that I know dent.

in new tides of technology
Frank
Booker

A mathematician, an anthropologist and a criminologist walk into a
bar.
This has the makings of a joke,
but the results are real. Software developed by a team comprised of the
above disciplines is being utilized by
police in Santa Cruz, Calif., to predict when and where the “bad guys”
will strike.
The program reveals what areas
of the city are most vulnerable to
crime, and the time of day during
which crimes are most likely to occur. Police can have a presence in the
area to prevent crime and catch the
perpetrators.
This is just one of 50 inventions
featured in the Nov. 28 issue of
TIME Magazine. Others, including
a true invisibility cloaking device,
an artificial leaf that converts solar
energy to chemical energy, a mindreading computer, make up an astonishing list of the new, the different
and the innovative.
And this isn’t the only such list
around.
Every industry has its innovations
that leave many of its practitioners
in the dust as improvements in processes, materials or engineering replace old skills and older workers
who cannot or will not change with
the times.
There are entire industries in existence today not even imagined 50
years ago.
Computers certainly fall into this
category, as well as many of their peripherals. The aerospace industry was
forever changed by Sputnik. Mountains of information are now accessible via the Internet. Communication
has shrunk our globe, making police
actions like the pepper-spraying of
UC Davis students instantly visible
by anyone with a computer or a cellphone.
How do we of the 21st century respond to such change?
In search of answers, I spoke with
my tech-savvy wife, Frances Loring,
a recently retired nurse who spent the
last 25 years of her career at Eastern
Maine Medical Center. As a manager, she coached her staff through
difficult times and changes as they
worked on the cutting edge of technology to digitize medical records.
“None of us can imagine what’s
coming,” she said. “For example,
with speech recognition and retinal
projection, we could wear a headset and be connected as we go about
our work, accessing chart information and updating records. And that’s
with today’s technology — so the
important thing is to expect change
and adapt quickly.”
According to futurist Richard
Worzel, one could compose and perform a new piece of music with a
laptop by taking videos with a smart-

phone, downloading them to the laptop, adding special effects and music, and then publishing the result on
YouTube.
“In effect, with these two tools —
a laptop computer and a smartphone
— I can replace composers, performers and an entire movie-making team
— and that’s using today’s technology,” he said.
That’s just two industries.
The sea of change is being felt in
all industries, from journalism and
manufacturing to health care and retailing.
Imagining what can be done with
today’s technology is fine, but over
the next 10 years computers will become a thousand times more powerful. With that increase in power
comes an increase in productivity and
a change in the work force to capitalize on it. With this change comes a

There are entire
industries in existence
today not even
imagined 50 years ago.
The sea of change is
being felt all around.
shift in job opportunities.
According to Gov. Paul LePage, as reported in the Bangor Daily
News, many Maine employers are
looking for workers, but our work
force is not adequately trained to fill
those positions. Training of the work
force is paramount for those seeking
jobs, but education of our youth is
far more important for the future of
our society.
In 2006 I went to my 50th high
school reunion. I graduated from
Cheverus High School in Portland,
the product of a classical education,
which included little in the way of
science and mathematics. One of my
fellow students lamented the lack of
relevance of this approach and described how lost he felt when he attended college and wanted to major
in a science.
My own observation was that
none of the subject matter we struggled with was all that relevant 50
years later. What was relevant was
a love of learning, and we got that
more from the example set by our
dedicated teachers than as part of any
curriculum.
What I really learned was a love
for learning and a curiosity about the
world of ideas. I also learned that
teachers teach subjects, but students
pick up on teachers’ styles. That
knowledge was priceless in my forays into teaching theater, English and
cooperative education in both Maine
and North Carolina high schools.
The education we receive in high
school and college is vital in preparing our minds to continue to be open
and receptive to the next great idea.
This mindset will help us acquire
the next skill set needed. It may even
help us create the next great idea.
Frank Booker is a non-traditional
student. Follow him @papabooker
on Twitter or Frank Booker on Facebook.

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Bruised ego Bruised feet
Santa Fanta
Latke Vodka
Kufi Sushi
Fruitcake Caked fruit
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Positions Available:
Assistant News Editor
Reporters in news,
sports and style
Political columnist
Part-time columnist

Do you want to make money, friends
and smart career moves?
Of course you do.
Apply to The Maine Campus.

Resume, cover letter, 5 writing samples
to Professor Sheps (Michael Shepherd) on FirstClass.
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Childish Gambino
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By Derrick Rossignol
Style Editor

For many Christmas enthusiasts, the countdown to the big day
begins as soon as the first snowflake is spotted. For the insanely
enthusiastic, holiday cheer kicks
in the day after Halloween.
Trying to get in the spirit of the
season on a college campus can
be a challenging endeavor. School
obviously lets out a good deal of
time before Christmas, but the
more zealous among us need to
see visions of sugarplums dancing in our heads long before finals
cease in the middle of December.
Although students are only
away from home for a small portion of the holiday season, homesickness can set in and the absence
of a home’s unique holiday ambience is sorely missed. It’s not difficult to recreate that experience
on campus, however.
By taking a minute amount

1. Decorate your room
This should be the most obvious step, a it’s also the most effective way to create a holiday vibe.
Christmas is a holiday that invigorates all of the senses, sight being
the most predominant. Red, green
and white color schemes, snowflakes, gingerbread houses, snowmen and reindeer are all vivid
examples of holiday imagery that
scream Christmas.
Being a college student on a
budget in small living quarters,
it’s just about impossible to get
decorations you used to have at
home into a small dorm, but a
simple way to be festive is to get a
tree. A small, 3- to 4-foot tree can
usually find a home somewhere in
a dorm room, whether it’s under
a lofted bed or tucked away in a
corner.
Regardless of where you put it,
a nicely-decorated and brightly-lit
Christmas tree will become the
room’s main focal point, or at the
very least, won’t feel insignificant.
Looking for a more authentically woodsy experience? A
“Charlie Brown” tree might be the
way to go. Taking a “little plant
that could” and dolling it up to
be the most beautiful tree you’ve
ever seen is a good time and hearkens back to simpler days, like
those depicted in the “A Charlie

Brown Christmas” special.
The room has to look good beyond the tree, of course. A good
tree without an appropriate backdrop will arouse suspicion that you
stole it from the room next door.
Hanging garland over doorways,
windows or other suitable areas is
a nice, sparkly touch. Christmas
lights running along the top of
the wall are also a great way
to brighten up a room.
If you’re feeling ambitious,
make a bunch of paper snowflakes and hang them from the
ceiling all over the room, hang
a wreath on the inside of your
door and hang some
mistletoe so you can
maybe sneak
a kiss when
the guy or
gal across
the hall asks
you to turn

‘The Muppets’

mainecampus.com

How to be
merry in your dorm
of initiative, you can
instantly have egg nog running
through your veins and the
cheer of a thousand elves. Here
are a few ways to start celebrating Christmas in the few weeks
before break.

Film Review

your Christmas music
down, which brings us
See Holiday on
B2
to…

go!
Thursday, Dec. 1
Exhibits: Constructions,
Studio Life, The Global
Lens
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Symphonic Band
Collins Center for the Arts
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
$12 or free w/MaineCard
Thursday College Night
Curva Ultra Lounge
9 p.m. to 3 a.m.
$5 for 18+, free for 21+
Friday, Dec. 2
Exhibits: Constructions,
Studio Life, The Global
Lens
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Penobscot Theatre
Presents: “A Christmas
Story”
Bangor Opera House
7 p.m.
$35

Photos courtesy of Wolfsvard, Gillian (Everyspoon),
Kate Ter Haar (katerha), CJ Sorg, Andrew Magill (AMagill), erin|thisvintagechica, via Flickr.com

Groups perform Brass Night Play Production
class to put on
original shows
By Hillary Nason

For The Maine Campus

Brass Night, directed by
Jack Burt and Dan Barrett,
gave a satisfying performance
on Nov. 29 in Minsky Hall.
The program featured the
Low Brass Studio, the Maine
Trombone Collective, the
Brass Quintet, the Brass Ensemble and The Trumpet Ensemble.
The brass concert provided
Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer
a varied program with hymns, Trombonists and euphonium players play the Salvation Army hymn
pieces from film productions “Share My Yoke” during Brass Night at Minsky Hall on Tuesday
and various selections of clas- evening.
sical music.
The program began with the world premiere of a new we ought not to have,” Peterthe Low Brass Ensemble per- trombone quartet called “I son said. “There is always a
forming James Kazik’s “Fan- Will Take Care of You” by way out, even from people
fare for eight trombones,” Swedish Composer Ellinor or organizations or governfollowed by a performance Peterson. Peterson was pres- ments who offer to take care
of the Trumpet Ensemble’s ent in the audience as her of our every need, usually in
version of Samuel Scheidt’s piece was performed and exchange for our freedom.”
“Canzon Cornetto.”
stood for applause after all
“Within Sacred Walls” by
Steve Norris performed movements were completed.
Eric Morales was performed
Tommy Dorsey’s “TromThe piece was inspired by next by the Trumpet Ensembonology” accompanied by a music drama called “Eldsap- ble. The piece was written
a brass quintet. “Trombonol- plet,” meaning “The Fire Ap- for a group of six trumpets.
ogy” is a fun piece that would ple.” In the first movement, “I The blending and tone quality
challenge even the most ad- Will Take Care of You,” the make the piece enchanting,
vanced players. The quintet antagonist is offering to pro- arousing imagery of walking
did their best to channel their vide safety for the protagonist through the halls of a great
inner Dorsey, with Steve Nor- by giving her a credit card. cathedral.
ris taking the most heat to The second movement, “Ev“Sonata for trumpet, horn
master the jazzy swing as the erything!”, is the antagonist’s and trombone” by Francois
lead soloist.
illustration on all the amazing Poulene was the next piece
“Canzona per sonare, No. things his care for her care of the show. Trumpeter Craig
2” by Giovanni Gabrieli and will enable.
Ouellette, horn player Eliza“Share My Yoke” were perThe third movement, “If beth Graham and trombonist
formed by the Brass Ensem- Only I Were Filled with Hap- Thomas Nokes were the star
ble.
piness,” is a reflection on the players of the piece as they
Joy Webb’s “Share My consequences of accepting played the movements “AlYoke” is a traditional hymn the antagonist’s care. The legro moderato” and “Ronfrom the Saldeau.”
vation Army.
Lastly,
Hans Gansch,
“Adagio
in
“For me, this drama means that all is
one of Ausg minor” by
not lost even when we have accepted
tria’s greatTomaso Alest trumpet
binoni
and
help when we ought not to have.”
players, was
“Jesu, meine
the original
by
Ellinor Peterson Freude”
feature of the
Bache
Composer J.S.
hymn. Gansch
were
perheld the posiformed
by
tion of princithe Brass Enpal trumpeter with the Bruck- fourth movement, “Let Us semble.
nerorchester Linz and the Leave All,” is a break off with
Though “Adagio” is wideSymphony Orchestra of the the past. This piece presents a ly used in movies and televiAustrian Broadcast. Trum- chance to leave the past be- sion, it was popularized by
peters Blake Peachey tried to hind and start anew.
an Austrian war film called
mimic the suave playing of
“For me, this drama means “Gallipoli,” which starred
the master trumpet player.
that all is not lost even when
The concert next marked we have accepted help when
See Brass on B3

10-minute plays in‘Underdog Showcase’
said. “It’s interesting to see
the differences in the way the
show grows and the way it’s
Never fear, the Underdog originally envisioned when
Showcase is here. The an- writing it.”
Goldie Irvine, an actress
nual University of Maine production consists of several in Perry’s show, has found
10-minute, student-directed the process rewarding. This is
shows and opens in the Cyrus her second year acting in the
showcase.
Pavilion The“I love that
atre for one
“It’s been so much
the schedule
night only on
is so flexMonday, Dec.
fun to see the actors
ible,” Irvine
5.
take the character
said.
“The
The showtime
commitcase is part of
development into
ment is really
the Play Protheir own hands. It’s
not too bad at
duction class,
THE 216, ofinteresting to see the all.”
The flexfered
every
differences in the way ibility
of the
fall semester.
the show grows and
scheduling,
The class covers the basics
the way it’s originally which is determined by
of directing
envisioned when
each director,
and
culmiis what draws
nates in the
writing it.”
many of the
production of
a play using
Caleb Perry student actors
student actors Underdog Showcase director to the production and gets
taken from an
many students
open audition
that are looking for an outheld at UMaine.
Throughout the class, stu- let to perform — but want to
dents do not simply cover start small — out of the woodtopics, like blocking and char- work.
While most productions reacter motivation, but engage
them in a more practical and quire several weeks of rehearshands-on way. As part of the al, a 10-minute show with only
class, directors get the oppor- a few roles can be put together
tunity to act in short scenes, in a relatively short period of
collaborate with other student time.
The directors also are getdirectors and receive criticism
ting exposure to the technical
from the class as a whole.
Some of the students de- side of a theatrical produccided to take on the challenge tion, as they are responsible
of writing their own 10-min- for their own sound and lightute play, in addition to direct- ing design. During the perforing it. These students find this mance, the directors, some of
approach fulfilling, as they whom are working in pairs,
are completely invested in the will be operating both the light
production of one of their own and soundboards in the booth.
The plays range from faroriginal creations.
“It’s been so much fun to cical comedies on marijuana
see the actors take the charac- to doleful dramas about abuter development into their own
hands,” student Caleb Perry
See Underdog on B2

By Clint Snyder

For The Maine Campus

The Mad Jacks
Woodman’s Bar and Grill
10 p.m.
21+
Saturday, Dec. 3
Exhibits: Constructions,
Studio Life, The Global
Lens
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Live at the Met:
“Handel’s Rodelinda”
Collins Center for the Arts
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Penobscot Theatre
Presents: “A Christmas
Story”
Bangor Opera House
4 p.m.
$35
Opera Workshop
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
$9 or free w/MaineCard
Paranoid Social Club
Kingman’s
8 to 11 p.m.
$15 for 18+, $10 for 21+
ABC Party
Curva Ultra Lounge
9 p.m. to 3 a.m.
$10 for 18, $5 for 21+
Sunday, Dec. 4
Yuletide
Collins Center for the Arts
2 p.m.
$12 or free w/MaineCard
Penobscot Theatre
Presents: “A Christmas
Story”
Bangor Opera House
3 p.m.
$35
Anatole Wieck Recital
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
$9 or free w/MaineCard
A more comprehensive list
of postings is available at
mainecampus.com/calendar.
To submit your event, invite
calendar@mainecampus.com
via iCal or Google Calendar.
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Stewart’s ‘It’s a TV music key to setting mood
Wonderful Life’ Scores of television programming have evolved along with the shows’ content
a holiday staple
Column

being and the kindly voice of angel Clarence, played by a quirky
Henry Travers, the audience is
A bizarre heat wave may told of George’s situation and it
have decided to hit Orono, but is up to Clarence to save the day
despite what the barometer and earn his wings.
says, it’s December.
Stay with me.
T h i s
At the outset, the plot of “It’s
means that
A Wonderful Life” might appear
college
endlessly cheesy. But after just
students
a few moments of viewing, it’s
are more
clear that there is much more to
stressed
this film than life lessons. It’s
than ever,
a masterpiece in filmmaking,
stores
employing excellent actors, a
have had
dramatic score, funny and emotheir holitional writing and a theme anyday dis- The Reel Deal one who has ever been down on
plays up
their luck can relate to.
By Kayla Riley
for about
Lionel Barrymore, great
a month
uncle to Drew Barrymore and
and watching warm and fuzzy an icon in his own right, plays
Christmas movies is socially a brilliant bad guy as Mr. Potacceptable.
ter, the rich old miser who has
In honor of that, look no sought to ruin the Bailey family
further than “It’s a Wonderful from day one.
Life.” I have no choice but to
Stewart carries the film ably
bring up Jimmy Stewart again on his shoulders, but Reed is no
in this column, as he is the wilting flower herself. There
charming lead in this iconic has not been an onscreen couple
1946 film.
with stronger chemistry before
Stewart is swoon-worthy or since, and the scene with the
in the unlikeliest of ways, re- two talking before the backdrop
prising his role as a sheepishly a full moon has been propelled
handsome young man named into pop culture for good reaGeorge Bailey whose biggest son.
dream is to travel the world and
“It’s A Wonderful Life” will
leave his tiny town of Bedford easily win over any Christmas
Falls behind.
lover and may even warm the
This dream is shattered hearts of jaded Scrooges and
when tragedy strikes his fami- Grinches. Though it deals with
ly’s company, Bailey Building family values, appreciating
& Loan, and as the oldest son, what life has to offer and some
he is expected to take over in a light religious themes, it never
baptism by fire. Though George strays into the treacherous land
has the love of his high school of tired and trite clichés.
sweetheart Mary, played marIt is perfectly genuine in tryvelously by Donna Reed, and a ing to remind us what the holitruly wonderful
day season is
life with their
really about —
It’s a masterpiece
four children in
not scoring the
in filmmaking,
Bedford Falls,
$2 waffle makemploying excellent er at Walmart,
he resents the
fact that he
but recognizing
actors, a dramatic
never escaped
the intangible
score, funny and
the trappings
gifts that are all
of small town
around us.
emotional writing
life.
In a world
and a theme that
We
meet
where people
George
on anyone who has ever value money
Christmas Eve
been down on their and possessions
on the Bedford
over
human
luck can relate to
Falls bridge,
beings to the
as he faces a
point of pepdark and difficult decision. The per spraying peaceful protesters
original black and white for- and shoppers alike, watching
mat of the film adds a layer of “It’s A Wonderful Life” is one
stark melancholy to this scene, of the easiest, healthiest ways
as viewers who have become to escape during the hectic holihooked on his story nervously day season.
await his next move.
Skip the spiked egg nog and
Thanks to a narrative brought instead spend the night with
to us by a mysterious booming Stewart and Reed.
Column

When I was growing up,
I can remember three types
of television shows: the soap
operas my
grandma
watched,
the
sitcoms and
daytime
dramas
my parents foll o w e d
and
the
Alternative
cartoons
Talk
my brother and I By Colin Kolmar
loved.
Since the turn of the millennium, a new genre has
emerged, evolving from the
concept of a static drama like
“ER” or “Law and Order” into
a constantly unraveling story
and a new twist each new episode. I suppose this style of
drama has existed since the
days of radio, but the scope
of what it can achieve in a
modern television series has
broadened dramatically.
In conjunction the expanding television experience,
music in television shows has
changed with the times.
I
distinctly
remember
watching “Seinfeld” with my

Holiday
from B1

2. Christmas music and movies
Aside from Santa Claus and
the tree, holiday-themed music is
arguably the most iconic part of
Christmas. Christmas is one of
very few holidays in which music
has a huge role, which is why the
timely songs are such a big deal.
Many of us are tired of listening to the played-out recordings
by old acts such as Nat King Cole
and others of the like. Thankfully, many contemporary artists
have hit the studio and recorded
their own pieces of holiday cheer,
most notably, Josh Groban, who
has essentially made a career of
singing Christmas songs: “Noël,”
released in 2007, went on to be
the best-selling album of the year,
despite its October release.
Readers of Pitchfork magazine

Underdog
from B1

sive relationships. If an audience member isn’t interested
in one for some reason, there

parents as a kid and hearing acters are constantly evolving. derer. Jerry was always Jerry.
that repetitious slap-bass lick A prime example of a show in His viewers took solace in the
between every scene transi- this style would be “Breaking consistency of their beloved
tion. The “Seinfeld” series Bad.” Since the protagonist sitcom, but many modern auran for years, but the musical and satellite characters within diences demand more.
theme
nevWa l t e r
er changed.
evolves from
People watch
episode
to
sitcoms for a
episode, and
In conjunction with expansion of
sense of consometimes
sistency. The
his
characthe immersing television experience,
characters in
ter goes from
music in television shows has
“Seinfeld”
one end of the
never really
spectrum to
changed with the times
evolved, the
another withsetting never
in an hour. He
changed and
might be the
the storyline
Walter
that
remained static. It is only fit- this particular series change drives around in his mid-size
ting that the music in the show dramatically from week to SUV to “Ventura Highway”
also remained the same.
week, the musical selections by America, or he might be
Little has changed in mod- in the series vary accordingly. the meth-cooking Walter who
ern sitcoms. For example, in
For example, the songs performs his chemistry to a
the “Big Bang Theory,” all accompanying Walter White reggae cover of Ol’ Dirty Basof the music found within the during his transition from de- tard’s “Shimmy Shimmy Ya.”
show is a riff on the theme voted family man to hardened
If Walter carried out his
song. The theme song by the meth dealer begin with cheesy day-to-day duties to differBarenaked Ladies is very classic rock and end in a more ent riffs of the same theme,
catchy and it fits well with the urban fashion. One infamous over and over again, the mumotifs explored in the show. episode of “Breaking Bad” sic would serve no purpose.
Since their themes and char- features a trip-hop style tune Instead, the music in “Breakacters vary rarely from week by TV on the Radio entitled ing Bad” serves to accompany
to week, it is sensible to em- “DLZ” playing in the back- the protagonist throughout his
ploy the same musical theme ground while Walter displays journey.
throughout.
his most gritty side.
As long as dramas like
Many cable television netUnlike Walter, Seinfeld “Breaking Bad” appeal to auworks have decided to shy does not go from quirky come- diences, music in television
away from sitcoms and static dian to suffering cancer victim will continue to expand to
dramas in favor of a drama in to conflicted father and hus- new reaches with every seawhich circumstances and char- band to unsympathetic mur- son premiere.
and others looking for a more indie feel to their holiday music
have taken solace in Sufjan Stevens, who has been releasing EPs
of Christmas tunes almost annually since 2001.
Most recently, Zooey Deschanel and M. Ward’s She & Him released a disc of Christmas covers
appropriately titled “A Very She
& Him Christmas.” It includes
tracks like “Rockin’ Around the
Christmas Tree” and “Baby, It’s
Cold Outside,” which Deschanel
famously sang with Will Ferrell in the classic holiday movie,
“Elf.”
Speaking of movies, Christmas films are also a huge part
of this time of year. Memories
of first seeing “Elf” and classic
flicks like “Frosty the Snowman” are among the most vivid
and joyous holiday memories for
some. Music and movies inevitably become attached to some of

the best times of our lives, and
these attachments are that much
more significant when these pieces of media directly talk about the
season.
Since the start of Christmas
movies, the genre has evolved
from innocent, happy stories of
holiday cheer and optimism to a
variety of stories that span all film
genres. The creepy but fun “The
Nightmare Before Christmas,”
funny family films like “National
Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation”
and “Home Alone,” and the raunchy “Bad Santa” all saw success
and are great examples of how
diverse Christmas films can be.
Christmas movies can be enjoyed
by fans of any movie genre and
are a great way to get into the
spirit of the season.
3. Be happy and appreciate
others
Whether you celebrate Christ-

mas in a religious light or not,
this time of year has always been
about being extra nice to those
around you and not taking your
family, friends and loved ones for
granted. A great way to get into
the Christmas spirit of giving is
to give back to the community.
Contribute money, toys, food or
whatever else can be given to
Christmas drives to help the less
fortunate, or if there aren’t any
close to you, organize one and
make it happen yourself. You can
also donate your time and volunteer to help those in need.
Christmas always has and
always will be a time for happiness, giving and being with loved
ones. It might be more difficult to
get into that spirit while worrying about finals and other college
things, but by making a few small
adjustments, your “hahahas” will
become “hohohos” and Christmas will feel closer than ever.

are many more. There are 18
productions in all this year, a
large number as evidence of
the increasing fan base of this
annual event.
For those that take the class,
there is also the “Upperdog”

class, THE 466, which is offered this spring, which goes
more into depth on topics and
techniques related to directing
and ends in the production of
either a one-act or full-length
play.

If you find yourself needing an outlet for end-of-thesemester procrastination this
coming Monday, pop by the
Cyrus Pavilion Theatre at 6
p.m. and you’re bound to find
sweet relief.
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CD Review:

Film Review:
‘The Muppets’

Childish Gambino, ‘Camp’

Segel revitalizes classic series, true to magic of original Comedy writer and TV star pours heart into studio debut
By Derrick Rossignol
Style Editor

Walt Disney Pictures
Desperate to save the studio and the Muppets’ good
name, Walter, Gary and Mary
It began with a discarded band together to find the longcoat and two Ping-Pong ball lost Muppet gang and pull off
halves. These items are not on a reunion show to raise the
their own iconic, but when Jim $10 million needed to secure
Henson put the two together in the studio.
The modern day Mupthe 1950s, a friendly frog was
born who has taught us the pets have disbanded. Kermit
difficulties of being green and lives alone, Miss Piggy leads
found a home in our hearts for a glamorous life in Paris and
Fozzy, Gonzo and Rowlf the
decades.
Amidst vampires, were- Dog have met surprising fates
wolves and penguins in the- around the world. This presaters today, are the long ents plenty of challenges for
awaited Muppets, who are of Walter, Gary and Mary as they
uncertain biology. Despite trundle along in Kermit’s statheir ambiguous species, this tion wagon to gather the group
year’s “The Muppets” movie and convince them to return to
has found well-deserved suc- their roots.
Gary and Mary’s love story
cess with the help of Jason Segel, Amy Adams and a score is a thin thread throughout the
of familiar faces. Jack Black, film, but adds a small dose of
sweetness for
Whoopi Goldthose searchberg, Selena
ing for a stoGomez
and
ryline. Segel
the alwaysis marvelous
flawless Alan
“The Muppets” does as the man
Arkin make
appearances.
what any good film among Muppets,
and
“The Mupshould. It evokes
proves
that
pets”
circa
he’s more than
2011 is the
emotion, earns
just a funny
seventh film
laughs, leads the
face on “How
from our beaudience through
I Met Your
loved, furry
Mother”
or
friends. It has
a story they
the goofy guy
been 35 years
actually care about who got nasince the first
ked for laughs
season of “The
in “Forgetting
Muppets”
Sarah
Martelevision
shall.”
show, when
Adams, on
the world first
met Gonzo the Great, Fozzy the other hand, is as thrilling and fresh as dust bunnies.
Bear, Miss Piggy and others.
On a highly-anticipated trip While her pretty face can
to California with his brother surely light up a screen and
Gary, played by Segel, and her voice is lovely enough to
Gary’s girlfriend Mary, played carry a few fun tunes throughby Adams, the adorable, ear- out, she’s watery-eyed and
nest Walter discovers that an seems constantly on the edge
evil oil baron named Tex Rich- of an emotional breakdown.
The storyline is outrageous,
man, played by Chris Cooper,
aims to buy the abandoned the script is silly and the jokes
Muppets Studio and destroy it are corny, but this is the Muppets at their best. Children
to drill for oil.

By Kayla Riley
Copy Editor

raised on The Muppet Show
and adults alike adore the
Muppets, not because they
are intellectually stimulating
or highbrow, but because they
are universally appealing,
funny and sweet.
Kermit is as lovable and
green as ever, Miss Piggy is as
pompous and pink, and Gonzo
is brave and blue. All of the
fuzzy favorites have come together in a symbolic return to
the stage, not only within the
plot of the movie, but in the
production of the film itself.
Many Muppet fiends feared
that “The Muppets” would
disgrace the good name of
the legacy that some have followed for their entire lives.
This film does the opposite.
For those who were too young
to catch Kermit and friends at
the start, they have the perfect
opportunity to get to know
them now.
A few fresh faces were added, including that of the preciously innocent Walter, who
does not realize he’s much
more Muppet than man. But
Walter fits in as seamlessly
as Kermit’s felted head to his
little body. The Swedish Chef,
Beaker, Animal and more
make memorable, if brief,
appearances so no fan feels
slighted.
“The Muppets” does what
any good film should. It
evokes emotion, earns laughs,
leads the audience through a
story they actually care about
and lets them leave with the
same contented feeling a good
meal provides.
Although this is no Thanksgiving feast that stuffs you to
the brim, but it is satisfying
and allows Muppet buffs to
sleep knowing that Jim Henson need not roll over in his
grave.

Grade: A

Patrice O’Neal dead at 41
Comedian passes away due to complications from stroke
By Derrick Rossignol
Style Editor

Comedian Patrice O’Neal
passed away earlier this
week, and the “comic’s
comic” is missed by both
fans and fellow comedians.
On Nov. 28, O’Neal passed
away due to complications
from a stroke he suffered in
October.
Many comedians took to
Twitter to mourn the loss of
their friend and respected
peer.
“RIP Patrice O’Neil. Undeniably brilliant,” tweeted
Jim Gaffigan.
“The best comedian in
the world has died. I love
you, Patrice,” tweeted Norm
MacDonald.
Before becoming one of
the best stand-up comedians on the circuit, O’Neal
broke into the scene in small
clubs in Boston in 1992 before moving to New York
City, where he was met with
greater success. Hoping to
find more fame, he moved to
Los Angeles, but was not as
successful.

O’Neal
After a few years of living
and performing in the U.K.,
O’Neal recorded a half-hour
“Comedy Central Presents”
special, a major accomplishment for any comedian.
Gaining fame, he started
getting minor roles in TV
shows like “Arrested Development” and “The Office.”
His last appearance in the
spotlight was during Comedy Central’s “Roast of Charlie Sheen.”
“I respect Charlie Sheen,
I do,” he joked, then added,
“Not his body of work.”
O’Neal became known
for his crowd work, where

he often got argumentative
with the audience. He was
not afraid to offend anybody
and would often go off on
impromptu and profanityfilled tangents about what
was going through his head
at the moment.
True to his controversial
style, in a clip that’s been
circulating the Internet since
his passing, O’Neal talks
about how to tell how pretty
and valuable a white woman
is — “How long you would
look for her if she was missing.”
“Remember the football players in Miami that
went missing? They looked
for them for 8 minutes,”
O’Neal said. “They just sent
somebody to the end of the
beach,” he added, mimicking a person nonchalantly
peering into the distance.
As comedian and “Fear
Factor” host Joe Rogan put
it, “RIP to my friend Patrice
O’Neal: a great thinker, a
great comic, and a great human being. He had a truly
unique perspective on this
world.”

The “actor music” genre
reached an all-time low a few
days ago when Leslie David
Baker, best known for playing
Stanley Hudson in “The Office,”
released his debut music video
for “2 Be Simple,” a electro-pop
ditty about no-strings-attached
hookups. The video is laughable,
albeit unintentionally.
Thankfully, there are actors
who treat music more like a profession and less like an item to
be crossed off their bucket lists.
Among those is Baker’s “Office” co-star Creed Bratton, who
used to play guitar for The Grass
Roots, a ’60s folk band that has
sold over 20 million records
worldwide.
Still, arguably the best — or at
least most relevant today — musiGlassnote
cian who calls a television studio
his workplace is Donald Glover, both in delivery and lyricism. his cousin immersing himself in
one of the stars of NBC’s fan-fa- “EP” was the first time that a life of crime.
vorite series “Community.”
Glover really took himself seri“We used to say ‘I love you,’
Glover started his career in ously, and the results were pro- now we only think that s--t,” raps
show business as a writer for fessional-sounding. For the first Glover. “It feels weird that you’re
“The Daily Show” and later for time, Glover sounded like more the person I took sink baths with
“30 Rock.” All the while, Glover than an actor who raps when he / Street took you over, I want my
was
recordcousin back /
ing rap songs
The
world’s
and releasing
saying
what
“Camp” could almost serve as a diary of
them for free
you are because
on his website
you’re young
Glover’s life, talking about his troubled
under
the
and black.”
childhood, rise to fame, the adversity he
name Childish
“All
The
Gambino — a
Shine”
sees
still faces and his own insecurities
moniker he got
Glover defendfrom an online
ing
himself
Wu-Tang Clan
against those
name generator.
has a spare minute.
who say he doesn’t have a place
He didn’t seem to take himself
Two months before the al- in the rap community because
too seriously — in his “I Am Just bum’s release, Glover released of his comedy and hipster-tenA Rapper” mixtape, he delivers the album’s debut single, “Bon- dencies — “Is there room in the
one-liners and messages about fire,” a raging flame that heated game for a lame who rhymes?
materialism over Grizzly Bear’s the anticipation for the rest of / Who wears short-shorts and
“Two Weeks.”
“Camp.” “Bonfire” is an ener- makes jokes sometimes?”
“Let me make it clear for a sec- getic romp that features Glover
“I rap about my d--k and talk
ond like Pepsi / I was never wor- dropping hilarious one-liners like about what girls is fly / I know
ried ‘bout my wallet being empty he has a hole in his pocket.
it’s dumb, that’s the f---ing rea/ ‘Cause when it was empty I was
Most of the lyrics in “Bonfire” son I’m doing it / So why does
still happy,” raps Glover.
are boastful and Lil Wayne-like, everyone have a problem with
Later, he assures, “And this is lines like “I love p---y, I love b- talking stupid s--t? / Or is it real
me relaxing, rapping is my hobby --hes, dude, I should be running s--t? / ‘Cause sometimes that stu/ I did this in my bedroom where PETA” and “My d--k is like an pid s--t is real s—t,” says Glover
I separate my laundry / Watchin’ accent mark, it’s all about the in defense of his lyrical content.
old episodes of Shining Time over Es.” Like in Glover’s earlier
“Camp” could almost serve as
Station / You are now listening to work, though, his material varies a diary of Glover’s life, talking
my mouth on vacation.”
from playful hubris to personal about his troubled childhood, his
With “Camp,” his first release confessions and realizations rise to fame, the adversity he still
on a record label — Glassnote about himself.
faces and his own insecurities.
Records, whose roster includes
Most of “Camp” falls under Glover chose to put a big chunk
Phoenix and Mumford & Sons the latter, combining to form one of his heart into this record, and
— it seems like rapping has be- of the most personal albums of after one listen, you feel like
come more than just a hobby for the year.
you know him and what he’s all
Glover.
Album-opener
“Outside” about.
After “EP,” Glover’s last re- talks about the difficulties Glover
lease before “Camp,” fans and faced growing up, ranging from
Grade: Amedia outlets realized the talent his hard-working but poor family
Glover was putting on display, to getting picked on at school, to

Brass

from B1
Mel Gibson and Mark Lee.
The piece was first written for strings and organ by
Remo Giazotto in 1958. Only
the bass line was written by
The Maine Campus is
putting together a list of
the top 25 albums of 2011
and we need your help.
If you’ve been mentally
ranking the year’s best releases in your head and
think the world needs to
know it, send your personal top 10 or 15 albums of
2011 to Derrick Rossignol
on FirstClass. With your
list, please include your
name, year and major.
For each release you
include, a one to three sentence summary about what
makes the album great or
why it belongs on the list
is encouraged, but not required. If you write something good enough, it could
end up being printed.
Every vote will be added up and counted toward
deciding what release ends
up where on the final list,
to be published in the Nov.
21 issue of The Maine
Campus.
Why not voice your
opinion and help to make a
campus-wide list about the
best in music this year?
Please note that any album listed must have been
released in 2011 — rereleases do not count.

Tomaso Albinoni.
“Jesu, meine Freude”
is perhaps one of the most
popular pieces by Bach from
“Brass in Berlin.” The full title of the work is “Motet No.
3 in E minor, BWV 227.”
The next School of Performing Arts event is a per-

formance by the University
of Maine Symphonic Band
Concert on Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in the Collins Center for
the Arts. They will present a
night of well-known classics
and contemporary music selections. Admission is $12 or
free with a MaineCard.

WA NTED:
MUSIC SNOBS

Photo courtesy of Juraj Kubica (meneldur)

EXERCISE YO RIGHT TO
VOTE
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UMaine women’s basketball
cruises past Maine Maritime
Black Bears bounce back after OT loss in Dead River Classic Championship
By Emily Hodgdon
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine
women’s basketball team
earned their third victory of
the season over Maine Maritime Academy on Tuesday
night, winning 73-37.
The Black Bears improve
to 3-3 on the young season,
just one win away from tying
last year’s win total.
The Black Bears ran the
court with considerable determination, still filled with
energy from their first appearance in the Dead River Classic championship game since
2006.
Two minutes into the first
half, they already gained an
early lead over the Mariners.
However, the game slowed
down for both teams, with
each team going scoreless for
the next 4 minutes. The rest
of the first half complemented the pace, ending with the
Black Bears leading 29-12.
After halftime, UMaine
came out of the locker room
with a different focus. The
Black Bears decided to tighten
up their defense, which flustered the Mariners into petty
errors. They committed 29
turnovers in the game.
UMaine head coach Rich-

Hockey
from B6

free with no defenders in front
of him. Higgins took the puck
to the right of the net before firing it into the left corner.
“We chipped it out and I had
a lot of free space,” Higgins
said. “I was looking to pass
at first and I think that helped
freeze the goalie for a second,
and I went for a low shot and it
happened to go in.”
The Black Bears managed
two power-play goals along
with the short-hander.
“It was tightly officiated,
no doubt,” said UMaine head
coach Tim Whitehead. “But
with the short-handed goal and
the two power-play goals, that
was big for us to win the special
teams game.”
UMaine sophomore goalie
Dan Sullivan kept the Black
Bears’ lead after saving a barrage of Golden Knights shots.
After Clarkson killed off a
UMaine power play, each team
went to four-on-four hockey after UMaine junior forward Matt
Mangene and Clarkson freshman defender Kevin Tansey
were booked for hitting after
the whistle.
While the Black Bears controlled the early portion of
the four-on-four, the Golden
Knights managed to tie things
up after breaking free. Senior
center Louke Oakley made it 11 with 7 minutes left in the first
period off assists by senior for-

ard Barron said his team improved throughout the game.
“We played a great second
half,” he said. “Our defense
was tougher, we had less turnovers and we had a lot of energy.”
Freshman guard Courtney
Anderson scored 10 points
with four rebounds and two
assists in just 14 minutes of
play. The Greene native from
paced the Black Bears on a
night when 11 of 12 players
scored.
“This is different than high
school,” Anderson said. “It’s a
completely different team. We
work hard, and we work hard
together.”
Anderson was named to the
All-Tournament Team during her weekend debut with
the Black Bears at the Dead
River Classic Championship,
a tournament where the Black
Bears fell behind in overtime
to Brown University on Saturday.
Junior guard Shareka Maner showed her abilities on the
court against the Mariners,
scoring a total of nine points
for the Black Bears along
with three assists and five rebounds.
Anderson was not the only
freshman to shake off her rookie status in Tuesday’s game.

Kelsey Mattice, another very well. We need to try to be
freshman guard, tallied six more consistent.”
points, three assists and three
The Black Bears travel to
steals; freshman forward Dan- Annapolis, Md. to play James
ielle Walczak scored seven Madison University on Friday
points with four rebounds and for their first away game in
three assists; and freshman three weeks.
guard Rebecca
Knight scored
eight points
with three rebounds
and
two steals.
B a r r o n ’s
ability to recruit fresh talent rang true
at the Memorial Gym on
Tuesday night.
He
remains
optimistic for
even
more
improvement
and hopes to
find a balance
with the victories.
“We’ve
been up and
down,”
he
said. “We had
a great game
in Rhode Island. Bryant
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
was definite- Freshman guard Courtney Anderson led the
ly our worst University of Maine women’s basketball team with
game.
This 10 points in their 73-37 win over Maine Maritime
game
went Academy on Tuesday night.

ward Nick Tremblay and freshman defender Sam Labrecque.
Diamond had a great chance
to put UMaine ahead 2-1 but
couldn’t finish on the fast
break.
However, just 20 seconds
later, Shemansky put the Black
Bears ahead after a nice centering pass from junior center
Kyle Beattie. Mangene also
picked up an assist as the Black
Bears took the 2-1 lead into the
first intermission.
“Beattie got some good
pressure and Matty found me
in front, and I just had to spin
around,” Shemansky said.

“It was great puck movement,” Shemansky said. “Abbs
made a great pass and I just
wanted to get it on net because
I knew Joey and [senior center
Brian Flynn] were coming in
for the rebound.”
Three-and-a-half
minutes
later, the Black Bears turned
the puck over behind their net,
resulting in an easy goal for
Clarkson senior forward Jake
Morley off the centering pass
from senior center Corey Tamblyn.
The Golden Knights tied
things up midway through the
period after Abbott was called

“We said between periods, ‘We don’t care
if it’s 4-3 or 7-6, let’s come out on top.’”
Tim Whitehead
Head coach
UMaine men’s hockey
The second period was
riddled with penalties, as the
whistle blew seven times for
infractions, with three of those
resulting in goals.
The Black Bears stretched
their lead to 3-1 after an interference penalty by Clarkson sophomore defender Alex
Boak.
An excellent cross-ice pass
by senior forward Spencer Abbott found Shemansky in the
slot, where he put it past Karpowich for his second goal of
the game.

for holding. Less than a minute
into the power play, Clarkson
sophomore Allan McPherson
found the net past Sullivan.
After a Clarkson penalty
with 2 minutes remaining, it appeared things were going to be
knotted up going into the third
period.
However, after a shot from
the point by the Black Bears,
a scrum ensued in front of the
net before Mangene was able to
poke the puck through to give
UMaine the 4-3 lead heading
into the final period.

Basketball
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Edwards said.
The second half was a different story. Freshman forward
Killian Cato and the rest of the
Black Bears started out on the
right foot, driving into the lane
and finishing with a pretty finger roll while drawing a foul.
A couple minutes later, sophomore forward Alidsair Fraser
outworked a Holy Cross defender in the paint for a gritty
put-back.
Fraser finished with 12
points and four rebounds,
with UMaine outscoring Holy
Cross in the paint 38-22.
The difference in the second half for UMaine was in
their defense. The Black Bears
forced 10 second-half turnovers and continued to contest
shots as Holy Cross went 0-4
from three in the second half,
compared to 5-13 in the first
half.
“We never panicked and
we simply didn’t get them the
same shots,” Woodward said.
UMaine held Holy Cross to
only 29 second-half points.
“We finally started closing
out on threes and stayed at
home more,” McLemore said.

“I was able to pull off a quick
move and get to the middle and
get it through,” Mangene said.
“You’ve got to get a good shot
off, but the main thing was to
get the puck to the net and the
guys at the net did a great job
screening. It happened to slip
through.”
“[Mangene] had a great
night. I thought [Pryor was
great too. On that game-winning goal, both Pryor and Mangene at the point were very
poised.”
Unlike the first two, the third
period was devoid of scoring.
The penalties kept coming,
as Diamond and Boak were
booked for hitting after the
whistle and each received a 10minute misconduct call.
“We said between periods,
‘We don’t care if it’s 4-3 or 7-6,
let’s come out on top,’” Whitehead said.
The Black Bears fended off
a strong offensive period by the
Golden Knights, as Clarkson
fired 14 shots toward Sullivan.
“Our third period tends to be
our best,” McPherson said. “We
lost this game in the first period.
We gave them too many gradeA chances and they capitalized.
They have a lot of skill.”
The Black Bears travel to
Burlington this weekend to take
on the University of Vermont in
a two-game series. It’s the first
meeting of the year between
the Black Bears and the Catamounts. Both games on Friday
and Saturday are scheduled to
begin at 7 p.m.
“We forced their big guys to
shoot mid-range inside of penetrating and kicking to shooters.”
At the 10 minute mark,
UMaine missed a free throw,
but Edwards sneaked in behind the Holy Cross player
to get one of his five secondhalf steals and layed the ball
in. Two minutes later Edwards
banked a deep three from
the right elbow, and UMaine
would soon shut the door on
the Crusaders.
With 7 minutes left, senior
guard Andrew Rogers made
a pull-up jumper and Holy
Cross quickly inbounded the
ball. Edwards sprinted back to
make the block and force the
eventual Holy Cross turnover.
The steal led to an exciting
Edwards dunk that capped off
a 6-0 run and put the Black
Bears up 67-56 with 6 minutes
remaining.
“We got a long way to go,
but right now I’m happy,”
Woodward said.
The Black Bears followed
the victory over the Crusaders with a 85-80 overtime loss
to Eastern Illinois University.
The Black Bears take their 22 record on the road to challenge the University of Rhode
Island this Sunday.

NHL’s nice list
heading into
the holidays
Column
This is a public service announcement to all the organized readers out there who
buy holiday gifts prior to Dec.
24 because they aren’t into the
rush of knocking over someone’s grandmother for the last
copy
of
Madden on
Christmas
Eve.
Black
Friday is
now just
a memory
— of people assaultBy Matthew
ing each
Soucy
other over
Xbox 360
consoles — and the calendar
has turned the page on Thanksgiving, leaving grandma’s
house and a drunken uncle or
two in the rearview mirror.
This means the countdown
is underway and 24 days remain until I get a copy of the
best video game franchise in
the business.
Until someone gets a copy,
I mean.
To spread some cheer in
honor of the month of holiday
shopping, here are some players and teams on Kris Kringle’s NHL nice list, who are
— metaphorically speaking
through their performances,
of course — filling their fans’
stockings with presents. Next
week’s column will tackle the
naughty list.
The NHL Nice List
Boston Bruins: The team
nearest to readers’ hearts
— and the defending champs
— are at the top of the list of
teams who are playing as expected this year in the NHL.
After a rough start to the
season that left fans wondering what the hell was going
on out there, the B’s appear to
have fixed the problems — and
they did so in a hurry, as they
rattled off 10 wins in a row and
now find themselves back in
the upper ranks of the Eastern
Conference.
Most importantly, the Bruins are playing solid team
hockey once again and have
regained some of the swagger
in their step from last season,
which suggests a Stanley Cup
hangover may be a thing of the
past.
Phil Kessel: This “nice”
choice may not be a popular
one in Beantown, but Kessel
cannot go unmentioned, and
Bruins fans should get over the
issue because Boston picked
up Tyler Seguin in exchange
for the current NHL points
leader.
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yards on the year.
For UMaine, senior quarterback Warren Smith will start in
his first playoff game, coming
in with 2,643 passing yards on
the season, averaging 240 yards
per game. His favorite target,
junior wide receiver Maurice
McDonald, will likely sit out
once again, so he will have
to rely on freshmen receivers
DaMarr Aultman and Arthur
Williams.
Sophomore tight end Justin Perillo has been a favorite
of Smith’s as well, as Perillo

Kessel is on fire this season, leading the league in
goals scored and total points.
A pure scorer with one of the
best wrist shots in the game,
Kessel is performing at the
high level expected when he
was drafted.
Sidney Crosby: After
spending almost a year away
from the game recovering from
post-concussion
syndrome,
Crosby silenced the question
of whether he is ready to be
back on the ice, tallying two
goals and two assists in just
his first game of the season.
In the five games he has
played since stepping back
onto the ice, Crosby jumped
from being dead last in the
league scoring column — tied
at 732 with zero points on the
season — to 194th, with two
goals and nine assists for the
year.
With Alex Ovechkin slumping in Washington, the NHL
will welcome the presence of
the face of the NHL back with
open arms. He is exactly what
the league needs at the moment — someone who will
bring fans to the seats.
Florida Panthers: I know,
I know — a few readers out
there who don’t pay attention
to the standings are sitting
back and proclaiming what a
hack this writer is at the moment.
But go take a look at the
standings and see for yourself
that the Panthers sit atop the
Southeast Division and rest
for second place in the Eastern Conference. The typically
bottom-dwelling Panthers are
13-7-4 on the season thanks in
large part to the performances
of offseason acquisition Kris
Versteeg, who leads the team
with 26 points on 12 goals and
14 assists. Adding to the danger, the Panthers boast three
other scorers with 20 points or
more.
Minnesota Wild/Jimmy
Howard: There is a tie for
the last spot on the nice list,
because I couldn’t leave the
University of Maine alumnus
out, but the Wild are first in
the Western Conference and
this cannot go untouched. That
is all I need to say about the
Minnesota Wild, as they have
rattled off a 14-7-3 record;
it’s not pretty or flashy, but it
works.
As for former Black Bear
Jimmy Howard, now playing for the Red Wings, he is
having a season that cannot
be ignored. Jimmy is in the
top five statistical goaltenders
in the league in goals against
average, wins and shutout column, and his 13 wins lead the
NHL.
is the second-leading receiver
on the team with 446 yards
on the season. Senior running
back Pushaun Brown will also
be a big player for UMaine on
offense, averaging 5 yards per
carry and almost 100 yards per
game.
First team All-CAA members safety Jerron McMillian
and offensive lineman Chris
Howley and New England
Sports Writers Association
Head Coach of the Year Jack
Cosgrove will lead the team to
ASU on Saturday, where kickoff will be at 2 p.m. The game
can be seen on ESPN3.com.
Cosgrove
couldn’t
be
reached for comment by press
time.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The Black Bears travel to North Carolina to take on the Mountaineers in the first round of the Division I Football Championship Subdivision Playoffs. The Black Bears only playoff win in team history
came against Appalachian State in 2002.
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UM women’s hockey sweeps Hockey East rivals
Black Bears rout Vermont 5-2 on Thanksgiving Eve before shutting out UNH in Durham to move over .500 in conference
By Liam Nee

For The Maine Campus
A Thanksgiving week tristate road trip for the University
of Maine women’s hockey team
resulted in a feast of victory even
the pilgrims would be jealous of,
as they picked up convincing wins
against Hockey East rivals University of Vermont and University
of New Hampshire, defeating the
Catamounts 5-2 on Nov. 23 and
shutting out the Wildcats 3-0 on
Nov. 25.
Forwards Myriam Croussette and Danielle Ward paced
the Black Bears with two goals
apiece over the two games, giving the seniors a combined total
of 19 on the season. Junior goalie
Brittany Ott tallied a combined 55
saves over both games.
With the two victories, the
Black Bears break positive in
their conference record and now
stand at 4-3-1. Their overall record improves to 9-5-4.
In the Nov. 25 game against
UNH, the Black Bears dismantled the Wildcats with two shorthanded, first-period goals, a late
goal in the second period and stellar defense. Ott saved 32 shots in
the effort to improve her record to
6-4-2.
Head coach Maria Lewis noted that she talked with her team
prior to the game in order to make
sure her new players — especially those who weren’t familiar
with the New England area before
coming to UMaine — understood
who and what they were playing

NBA

from B6
51 percent throughout the 10year agreement — though each
side can choose to opt out after
six years.
The owners solved their
tussle with revenue sharing, as
the new plan has three times
as much money distributed to
competitively disadvantaged
markets. All details aren’t
clear, but large-market teams
with TV contracts will be
forced to pay more.
In the previous agreement,
teams only had to spend 75
percent of the salary cap on
player contracts, giving smallmarket teams a reason to pocket some of their money, which
disappointed fans who didn’t
think their team’s front office
was going all-in.
The new deal states teams
need to spend at least 85 percent of the cap for the next two
seasons and at least 90 percent
for the rest of the agreement.

for in a game against UNH.
“Obviously, UNH-Maine is
a big rivalry, and we talked a lot
about that [prior to the game] and
how important it means to the
school and the community whenever a team from UMaine beats
UNH — regardless of sport,”
Lewis said. “Brittany Ott played
outstanding in that effort and our

kids were resilient. They didn’t
back down, even when times got
tough.”
Less than 2 minutes into the
game, junior forward Brittany
Dougherty put the Black Bears
ahead with an unassisted, shorthanded goal after blasting the
puck past UNH freshman goalie
Moe Bradley for her tenth of the
season. Fifteen minutes later,
Croussette added her 10th goal of
the season with the Black Bears’

second straight short-handed goal
in the first period.
In the second period, freshman
forward Tori Pasquariello found
the net for her seventh goal of the
season to complete the game’s
scoring. She is now ranked fourth
on the team in goals behind two
seniors and a junior. Dougherty
and sophomore forward Missy
Denk added assists on the Croussette and Pasquariello goals, respectively. Both teams played a
scoreless third period.
In the Nov. 23 game against
the Catamounts, UMaine controlled the first 26 minutes of play,
netting three unanswered goals.
Seventeen minutes into the
first period, Denk scored her sixth
goal of the season and sophomore
defenseman Kelly McDonald
was awarded the assist. Sophomore forward Brianne Kilgour
continued the run in the second
period with a short-handed goal
and Ward followed by taking advantage of a power play to score
2 minutes later to put UMaine up
by three. Croussette and senior
defenseman Melissa Gagnon
notched the assists on the secondperiod goals, respectively.
UVM freshman forward Krystal Baumann put the Catamounts
on the scoreboard with a secondperiod 3-on-6 power-play goal,
but UMaine was able to bounce
back later in the period when
Ward netted her second of the
game and team-leading 10th of
the season. Kilgour and Gagnon
assisted. Pasquariello strengthened the lead to four late in the

While the players received
a smaller portion of the BRI,
this wrinkle will force owners to put out more money for
players.
The luxury tax in the new
agreement requires teams to
pay more into the revenue split
when their spending exceeds
the tax. In addition, teams repeatedly exceeding the luxurycap threshold will need to pay
more each season.
This change hopefully
curbs the uncontrolled spending of teams with deep pockets, as the previous luxury tax
was small compared to the new
one. The new agreement also
put restrictions on how much
money tax-paying teams can
spend in the offseason.
Another rule, called the
“Derrick Rose Rule,” was
implemented to reward players who outplayed their rookie contract. If a player on his
rookie deal becomes the MVP,
makes an All-NBA team twice
or starts in the All-Star Game
twice, he can receive a maximum extension of 30 percent

of the team’s salary cap, up
from 25 percent in the previous agreement.
Last is the amnesty clause,
which allows any team to remove one contract from their
salary cap. They still need to
pay the player, but the money
doesn’t count against their cap
number, potentially freeing up
millions of dollars.
Unlike in 2005, when the
last collective bargaining
agreement was reached and
there was an amnesty clause,
teams do not need to use it
immediately. For example, if
a team like the Portland Trailblazers wanted to wait another
year to see if Brandon Roy’s
knees would hold up, they can
wait and choose to use it any
time during the new CBA. It
can only be used on contracts
that were agreed to before this
year, however.
So get ready. On Christmas
Day, when you’ve finished unwrapping your presents, you’ll
be able to take the bow off what
will undoubtedly be one of the
craziest NBA seasons yet.

“We came out and
played hard and it
was nice to see our
kids taking over a
game and deciding
to dominate a bit.”
Maria Lewis
Head coach
UMaine women’s hockey

UMaine Sports Briefs

M
Cosgrove named New
England Writers Coach of
the Year
The University of Maine
football head coach Jack
Cosgrove was named the
New England Football Writers Coach of the Year after
leading the Black Bears to an
8-3 record and a first-round
bye in the Football Championship Subdivision playoffs.
Cosgrove is the first Black
Bears’ coach to receive the
award since Tom Lichtenberg
in 1989.
Junior offensive line-

man Chris Howley, senior
safety Jerron McMillian
and junior wide receiver
Maurice McDonald were
also honored by the New
England Football Writers
Association.
13 UMaine football players pick up All-CAA
honors
Thirteen members of
the University of Maine
football team were honored with All-CAA nods,
with senior safety Trevor
Coston, who was named to
the first team as a punt returner and second team as
a safety leading the way.
In addition, junior wide
receiver Maurice McDonald, junior offensive lineman Chris Howley and
senior safety Jerron McMillian were all named to
the All-CAA first team.
Senior
quarterback
Warren Smith, sophomore
tight end Justin Perillo and
junior offensive lineman
Josh Spearin were named
to the All-CAA offensive
second team, while sophomore defensive lineman
Michael Cole and senior
linebacker Vinson Givans
joined Coston on the defensive second team.

Senior running back
Pushaun Brown made
the offensive third team,
while senior defensive
lineman Raibonne Charles
and sophomore cornerback
Kendall James round out
the defensive third team
selections.
UMaine swimming and
diving returns to pool
this weekend
The University of
Maine swimming and diving returns to the water after a month-long layoff.
The Black Bears travel
to Rhode Island for two
days for the annual URI
Invitational, taking place
Friday and Saturday.
UMaine’s Edwards earns
back-to-back America
East honors
The University of
Maine men’s basketball
freshman guard Justin Edwards was named America
East Rookie of the Week
for the second-straight
week.
Edwards, an Ontario
native, is averaging 22
points per game and has
eclipsed 20 points in his
first three college games.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The University of Maine women’s hockey team improved to 9-5-4 after a shutout at the University of New Hampshire on Friday.

third period after scoring with
help from Kilgour’s second assist
of the game. Denk also added to
her point total with an assist on
Pasquariello’s goal.
“We came out and played hard
and it was nice to see our kids taking over a game and deciding to
dominate for a bit,” Lewis said.
“It was also nice to see us continue to play and not back down and
let [the opposing team] back into
the game. We’ve had a couple of
games where we’ve done that, but
it was good to see us play well and
to put a game together like that.”
The Black Bears will host the
Eagles of Boston College this

Saturday and Sunday in a twogame series at 7 p.m. and 2 p.m.,
respectively, at Alfond Arena.
“We have to make sure we
play strong defensively, we have
to make sure we’re capitalizing
on our opportunities and we have
to be confident,” Lewis said. “The
biggest thing is we have to make
sure that we get rid of the distractions that have been kind of
plaguing us at home.”
UMaine traveled to Boston
back on Oct. 30 and beat the Eagles 5-2.
“The good thing about last
time was when we shot, the pucks
went in the net,” Lewis said.

“Even though we got outshot in
that game, we had good goaltending, we did what we could defensively and when we did have
an opportunity, we capitalized on
it.”
Lewis said the team needs to
play even better than how they
have been playing at home because the Eagles will want to
avenge their prior loss.
“I think that nonconference
stretch that we had here was
a good test for us, but we still
have a little ways to go in that
area,” she said. “I think we’ll
get there and hopefully that
starts this weekend.”

Final week of fantasy
prior to playoffs is upon us
Small lineup details key in making last dash for postseason
Column
Week 13 is the last week
before the fantasy playoffs. It
will be the deciding factor for
many fantasy owners as their
playoff hopes hang in the balance and,
for some,
it could be
a potential
payday.
Never
will there
be a time
when you
will flipBy Charlie
flop
and
Merritt
fret over
your fantasy lineup more than this week.
The most important thing to
remember is to choose players
based on recent performance,
not notoriety.
For example, go with surging Cowboys receiver Laurent
Robinson, who has scored seven touchdowns in his last five
games and faces the Arizona
Cardinals this weekend, rather
than a quarterback-less Andre
Johnson from the Texans.
Owners of Raiders ball carrier Michael Bush face a similar situation. Bush has been the
best fantasy running back over
the last three weeks and should
be played over bigger names,
such as Bengals running back
Cedric Benson, Titans back

Chris Johnson or Jets ball carrier Shonn Greene.
That being said, here’s a
group that should remain buried on your roster: any running
back for the Cleveland Browns.
Peyton Hillis finally returned
last week, carrying the ball
19 times for 65 yards, but this
week he faces the Baltimore
Ravens, who have given up the
fourth-least fantasy points to
running backs. Browns backs
Montario Hardesty and Chris
Ogbonnaya may still be in the
mix. But if you haven’t figured
it out yet, the Browns don’t
like scoring touchdowns.
Broncos quarterback Tim
Tebow just won’t stop. The star
of America’s favorite watercooler conversation will face
the Minnesota Vikings this
week, who are the friendliest
fantasy quarterback defense in
all of football. Say what you
will about Tebow; teams have
not been able to stop him in the
running game. This is his best
chance to do well in the passing game as well. It should be
another good week for Tebow.
Quarterback Matt Moore
has continued to play well for
the Miami Dolphins and has
averaged 15.6 fantasy points
per game over his last four
games. This week he faces the
Raiders, who have allowed
the fourth-most fantasy points
to quarterbacks, and he has a
passer-friendly schedule for

the fantasy playoffs.
Star running back Adrian
Peterson’s status is still uncertain for the Vikings matchup
against the Broncos and his
backup, Toby Gerhart, could
be a solid fill-in. Gerhart only
had 44 yards in his first game
as the starter, but added a
touchdown. Any running back
on the field is fantasy relevant
by Week 13.
Lastly, nobody misses Colts
quarterback Peyton Manning
more than wide receiver Reggie Wayne, but Wayne finally
had a big day for fantasy owners, posting 122 yards and a
touchdown. The most recent
news for the 0-11 Colts is that
quarterback Curtis Painter will
now be benched for Dan Orlovsky.
That’s not good.
But the Colts play the easiest pass defense in the Patriots and will likely be trailing
the entire game, forcing them
to throw the football. Wayne
knows the offense and could
score a garbage-time touchdown.
Remember: If losing your
fantasy matchup this week is
the worst thing that can happen
to you then things will probably be all right — unless you
lost on a last-second scramble
touchdown by Tebow. If that
happens, you may have some
beef to settle with the man upstairs.
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Women’s hockey
shuts out UNH
Black Bears take down two
Hockey East foes over break

Scoreboard

Women’s b-ball (Fri.) 66 53 Troy
Women’s hockey (Fri.) 3 0 UNH
Men’s hockey (Sat.) 4 3 Clarkson

Women’s b-ball (Sat.) 59 61 Brown (OT)
Men’s basketball (Sun.) 72 60 Holy Cross
Women’s b-ball (Tues.) 73 37 Maine Maritime

Column

The ‘nice list’ for
the NHL
Looking at who’s excelling
during the holiday season

“We got a long way to go, but right now I’m happy.”

UMaine men’s basketball head coach Ted Woodward

B5

Black Bears set for showdown

B4

NBA to return
with 5-game
Christmas slate

UMaine football faces Appalachian State in first playoff game since 2008
By Joe Sturzl
Staff Reporter

The playoffs have arrived
for the Division I Football
Championship
Subdivision,
and the 8-3 University of Maine
Black Bears are on their way to
Boone, N.C., to face the 8-3
Appalachian State University
Mountaineers.
This is UMaine’s first postseason appearance since 2008
and will mark their second
postseason game against ASU,
the first game being a 14-13
win in 2002 —UMaine’s only
FCS playoff win.
On paper, the Black Bears
and Mountaineers have similar résumés. Both teams are
comparable in virtually every
statistical category in conference play, and both come from
conferences that see national
championship-caliber
teams
every year.
The Colonial Athletic Association and Southern Conference sent five and three teams
respectively to the postseason
this year and have produced the
national champion 10 out of the
last 13 years, including seven
in a row from 2003-2009. ASU
won three straight from 20052007.
ASU has the worst pass defense in the SoCon, but when
compared to the CAA pass defense, they would rank third.
UMaine, who has the best pass
defense in the CAA, would
rank sixth in the SoCon, averaging only 9 yards better than
ASU.
ASU looks to be better at
stopping the run than the pass,
as two SoCon teams averaged
more than 300 yards of rushing and ASU kept one of them
to below 200 yards. The best
rushing team in the CAA, Towson University, averaged 240
per game. UMaine will have to
rely on their passing attack to
gain yards against a team used

mainecampus.com
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The University of Maine football team will play their first playoff game since 2008 against Appalachian
State this Saturday. The game will air live at espn3.com at 2 p.m.

to playing against running-oriented teams.
The Black Bears will have
to cut down on penalties and
turnovers as well; the final regular season game against the
University of New Hampshire
was marred by turnovers and
unfulfilled opportunities given
to them by the defense.

against James Madison University, where they held JMU’s
final drive to a field goal, allowing UMaine to tie the game
up with their own field goal and
eventually win in overtime.
UMaine lived and died with
the turnover in the regular season and they will have to find
a way to use their plus-nine

This is UMaine’s first postseason appearance since 2008 and will mark their second
postseason game against Appalachian
State, the first game being a 14-13 win in
2002 — UMaine’s only FCS playoff win.
All season, UMaine’s defense has worked hard to give
their offense more opportunities to win, such as in games
against Villanova University
with four red-zone stops; the
University of Massachusetts
where they stopped UMass on
fourth down four times; and

turnover differential to their
advantage.
The Black Bears’ defense
have their work cut out for
them, as the Mountaineers possess arguably the best offensive
weapon in all of FCS football.
Senior wide receiver Brian
Quick leads the fourth-ranked

passing offense with an average of 96 yards of receiving per
game and 16.5 yards per catch.
He came into 2011 as the FCS
active leader in career receiving yards and yards per catch.
Sophomore wide receiver
Andrew Peacock can’t be forgotten either, as he also put up
respectable receiving numbers
with 45 yards per game and a
12-yards-per-catch average.
Sophomore quarterback Jamal Jackson spearheads the
passing attack and can be considered a dual threat with his
ability to run the ball. Not only
does Jackson lead a passing attack that gains 230 yards per
game, but he has also racked
up 308 yards rushing.
Senior running back Travaris Cadet leads the Mountaineers’ rushing attack with 655
yards on 145 carries. Backup
junior running back Steven
Miller runs averages just over
5 yards per carry and has 377
See Football on B4

Over Thanksgiving vacation, I caught the vicious head
cold that seems to plaguing everyone this time of year.
Unfortunately, with a nose
more stuffed
than a turkey
and a throat
so sore I
could barely
swallow, my
favorite meal
of the year
fell flat.
I
tried
Tylenol and
By Jesse
Aleve,
but
Scardina
both just gave
temporary
satisfaction. Within a matter
of hours, the congestion and
headaches returned.
But on Saturday morning,
something strange happened.
Around 6 a.m., I woke up and
changed the channel to ESPN.
Without my glasses I couldn’t
see much, but I could make out
the voice of NBA commissioner David Stern. At the bottom
of the screen, I could make out
a small red bar on the ticker,
indicating breaking news.
At first I feared the “nuclear
winter,” which Stern referred
to when the NBA Players Association disbanded as a union,
had come upon us and that the
season was cancelled. But after listening to Stern for another moment, I heard the voice
of Billy Hunter, the NBAPA’s
executive director, and became giddy. They would only
have been holding a joint press
conference if a deal had been
struck.
A tentative agreement had

been reached, with a 66-game
season set to begin on Christmas Day. I immediately felt
more energized than I had all
vacation. The pressure in my
forehead disappeared, my sore
throat eased and I genuinely
felt better.
I’m not saying the resolution of the NBA lockout and
the return of the NBA has
healing powers. That’d be ridiculous.
But I’m not saying it
doesn’t.
This is by far the best situation the NBA could have hoped
for. Many NBA fans don’t even
tune in to NBA telecasts until
Christmas Day. Junkies like
myself, who cared about an
early November game between
the Thunder and the Kings, are
happy with absolutely anything
— we’re junkies, remember?
The only depressing part of
the ordeal is that all changes
made were forecasted two
years ago. It’s unclear how
many egos pushed their way
into the discussion to delay the
process, but regardless, there
will be the majority of an NBA
season, barring some unforeseen meltdown.
What changed, exactly? Not
a whole lot, but some necessary tweaks and some needed
improvements, for sure.
The split of basketball-related income, or BRI, has been
the biggest sticking point of the
negotiations. Previously, players received 57 percent of the
split — by far the most of the
four major professional team
sports. That number is down
to 51.2 percent this season and
will fluctuate between 49 and
See NBA on B5

UMaine men’s basketball picks UM men’s hockey grabs
up win before long road stretch win over Clarkson, 4-3

Black Bears get off slump during annual game in Portland

By Charlie Merritt

For The Maine Campus
University of Maine men’s
basketball freshman guard
Justin Edwards scored a
game-high 22 points while senior guard Gerald McLemore
added 18, leading the Black
Bears to a 72-60 victory over
visiting College of the Holy
Cross on Sunday.
The win was the first victory against Holy Cross in the
history of the program, and
their first meeting since 1983.
UMaine came out of the
gates slow. The Crusaders
continued to penetrate and
find the open man in the corner for uncontested 3-pointers
as Holy Cross took a 22-9 lead
with 9 minutes left in the first
half.
After the fourth Holy Cross
three, UMaine head coach Ted
Woodward called timeout, and
the Black Bears responded.
UMaine went on a 22-9 run of
their own, including 10 points
from McLemore in the last 4
minutes of the half.
“Coach called timeout
and told us to be aggressive
and trust in our own skill,”
McLemore said. “We got more
aggressive.”
McLemore put on a shooting display at the end starting
at the 4-minute mark of the
first half, as the Black Bears
found themselves down 29-19.
Senior center Svetoslav Chetinov grabbed an offensive rebound and found McLemore,
who buried a three from his
favorite spot — the left elbow

By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Senior guard Andrew Rogers and the University of Maine men’s
basketball team picked up their second victory of the season with a
72-60 home win over the College of the Holy Cross on Sunday.

extended.
The
next
possession,
McLemore caught the ball and
quickly blew by his man, slicing through the defense for the
layup. Ninety seconds later,
McLemore pulled up off the
dribble for another 3-pointer,
completing the 8-2 run.
In the final seconds of the
half, Edwards grabbed a defensive rebound and started
the break himself. Edwards

raced down the floor, faked a
pass to the wing in transition,
and finished at the rim, drawing the foul and tying the game
at 31-31 going into halftime.
Despite being a guard, Edwards finished the game with
a team-high seven rebounds.
“We worked on rebounding all week and I am going
to help out wherever I can,”
See Basketball on B4

PORTLAND — Playing their annual game at
the Cumberland County Civic Center, the University of Maine men’s hockey team picked up
a 4-3 victory over Clarkson University, halting
their streak of five straight games without a win.
The Black Bears improve to 4-6-2 on the season, while the Golden Knights fall to 7-5-3.
UMaine junior forward Adam Shemansky led
the way for the Black Bears, scoring twice for his
first multi-goal game of the season.
The Black Bears had the lead going into each
intermission, scoring two in each of the first two
periods to hold off Clarkson.
Even with a late barrage of shots by Clarkson,
the Black Bears outshot the Golden Knights 3733.
“It was one of those nights where both teams
were creating a lot of chances,” said Clarkson
head coach Casey Jones. “I thought we had a real
good third period. [We] gave it everything we
had to tie it up. We thought one was in. We had
them back on their heels.”
The lack of official replay might have cost
Clarkson a chance at tying things up late in
the third during an offensive rush. The game
took place at the home of the America Hockey
League’s Portland Pirates, and the AHL does not
have official replay available.
“I don’t know how a game of this magnitude
doesn’t have official replay,” Jones said. “It’s unfortunate.”
UMaine junior defender Mark Nemec got
things started with a shot wide of the net.
The Black Bears got their best opportunity
2-and-a-half minutes into the first period after
junior forward Joey Diamond found senior defender Will O’Neill at the point. O’Neill fired
toward Clarkson senior goalie Paul Karpowich,
who made a great save on both the initial shot
and Diamond’s follow-up.
The Black Bears managed to break through
while on the penalty kill. Less than a minute after

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Freshman center Stu Higgins scored his second
goal of the season in the Black Bears’ 4-3 win
over Clarkson University at the Cumberland
County Civic Center in Portland on Saturday.

junior center Klas Leidermark was called for tripping, freshman center Stu Higgins put UMaine
on top with his second goal of the season.
After a nice pass from junior defender Nick
Pryor in UMaine’s defensive zone, Higgins broke
See Hockey on B4

